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The Struggle for
Trotskyism in Ceylon

by Edmund Samarakkody
filtre Editorial Board of. Spartacisf is proud
I to bring ro our readers an important

article making accessible to Trotskyists in
the U.S. and internationally an analysis of the
history and degeneration of the Trotskyist
movement in Ceylon. This understanding is
crucial for the rebirth of Trotskyism in Cey-
lon. The Ceylon experience has profound les-
sons for our movement, especially in the un-
derdeveloped countries, in the struggle to
build sections of an authentic Fourth Interna-
tional rooted in the working class.

The author, Edmund Samarakkody, is
uniquely qualified to comment on this experi-
ence" A veteran Trotskyist militant and cur-
rently spokesman for the RevolutionaryWork-
ers Party of Ceylon, Comrade Samarakkody
v/es a founding leader of the Ceylon section
of the Fourth International. His early experi-
ence dates back to trade-union organizing for
the Lanka Sama Samaja Party (LSSP) in the
years before World War II. During the war'
Comrade Samaraklcody, along with other cen-
tral leaders of the I-SSP, was interned by the
British and, following his escaper was in-
volved in coordinating the activities of the il-
legalized LSSP. He then joined other leaders
of the LSSP in temporary emigrationtolndia-
a crucial internationalizing experience for the
C eylones e Trots kyists - until the end of the war.

Comrade Samarakkody's oppositional his-
tory began in 195?, when he and other left
militants in the LSSP resisted the I-SSP'g
accommodation to the bourgeois nationalist
Sri Lanka Freedom Party (SLFP). Particularly
crucial in understanding the degeneration of
the international Trotslcyist movement is the

(contirated next Page)
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light cast by Comrade Samarakkody?s article
on t}te wretehed role of the Pabloist Interna-
tional Secretariat (now United Secretariat) in
acquiescing to the LSSP's accommodationist
policy toward the SLFP until the U.Sec. revi-
sionists were at last forced to disavow the
ISSP when the LSSP entered the SLFP-Ied
popular-front government of Mrs. Bandara-
naike in 1964. As the article demonstrates, both
tlte Pabloists of the U.Sec. and the Healyites
(International Committee) must seek to ignore
tie real history of the LSSP before 1964 in
order to conceal their owncomplicity, dictated
by their pervasive opportunism.

After the 1964 debacle, the U.Sec. re-
visionists denounced the LSSP's entry into the
government and backed the LSSP(Revolution-
ary), led by the trade-union bureaucrat Bala
Tampoe, which split in opposition to the entry
into the government. Within the LSSP(R) Com-
rade Samarakkody led a left oppositionagainst
the Tampoe leadership. After two years of
struggle, Comrade Samarakkody and his sup-
porters left the LSSP(R) following a Special
Conference (18-19 April 1968) and constituted
the Revolutionary Samasamaja Party (now
Revolutionary Workers Party) of Ceylon.

As part of his continuing political battle
against the revisionists, Comrade Samarak-
kody was instrumental in bringing tothe atten-

tion of the world Trotshist u::;e=e:-: rhe
fundamentalll' corrupt role of Bala Ta-poe,
through forcing a special Con='.s:::- on
Ceylon at the "\inth World Corgress' ::'-tre
U.Sec" in April 1969. Followi::g .}: '-.See.'s
suppression of the accusations aga::.s: -a-iro€
and the findings of the U.Sec.'s o::- C:-:ls-
sion, Comrade Samarakkodv tra:s-:::=j :: us
the actual reports of this Corn::-:ss:::-, zbieh
we published in Spartacist = !'- F:11 1912).

-lc: E::!ors

fluring a period of two deeales -p :: 19E{,
uit was the claim of ttre leale=s :i 'üe
nUnited Secretariat of the Four.l: I::er=::cr-
alnl that the LSSP2 was',he s:::::es!
Trotskyist mass party within the -a::!: :r-
ganisation." Undoubtedly, the I.S? zzs üre
working-class-based parh' *':'l l:= =:destmass base. It was in the leafen-: of a

considerable sector of the trade-';-::- -fve-
ment and had strong support a=:E sec-
tions of the peasantry and :i -j= :;rban
petty bourgeoisie. It had a reputa::::-:cr in-
transigence in its opposition to ca;r=Lsm-
imperialism and for its incorrup:::]e and
militant leadership of the workir_re class and
toilers, and as a champion of the rigits :i '}te
Tamil-speaking minority.l In the :r'crls of
Ernest Mandel, a leader of the United Secre-
tariat, "Colvin R. de Silva and Leshe Gur-a-
wardena were brilliant Marxist thinkers who
have written some of the best revohtior,an'

t The fale-Trotskyist iUnited Secretariat" was
formed in 1963 as a result of the reunifi-
cation of the Socialist Workers Party (U.S.)
led by Farrell Dobbs with the nlnternational
Secretariat' (I.S.) of Michel Pablo, Ernest
Mandel, Pierre Frank and Livio Maitan. The
SrVP had broken with the I.S. in 1953 in pro-
test against Pablo's liquidation of the sections
of the Fourth International into the dominant
Stalinist and social-democratic parties. The
'reunificationn amounted to a non-agression
pact, sweeping under the rug issues which had
divided ostensibly Trotskyist forces for a
decade, and codified the SWP's capitulation to
Pabloism by calling for support to bourgeois
nationalists and peasant guenillaists in the
backward countries.

z The Lanka Sama Samaja Party (LSSP-Cey-
lon Socialist Party) was founded in 1935 by a
group of young, British-trained intellectuals.
During its early years the LSSP was a loose
mass organization committed to socialism but

with a basically reformist program. The Su-
linist wing led by Pieter Keuneman ras ex-
pelled in 1940 in the wake of the Hitler-Sta-Iin
pact and the Stalinists' flipflops in their
attitudes toward the Second World rl'ar. The
LSSP opposed the war, causing the Brirish to
jail its leaders.

3 A minority of southern Indian descent. One
section of the Tamils has been on ttre island
from early, pre-colonial, times. The great ma-
jority, who make up thebulkof Ceyloneseplan-
tation workers, were originally importedbythe
British in the middle and late l9th century to
work on coffee and later tea estates" Tamils
make up roughly 10 percent of Ceylonts popu-
Iation. However, in 1949 severalhundredthou-
sand Tamil plantation workers (who had had the
right to vote since 1931) were d.isenfranchised.
,Since then discriminatory citizenship require-
ments have made the great majority of Tamils
officially stateless, without legal rights in
either Ceylon or India.

Note: All tootnotes ond brocketed mqteriql, except thqt initiqled 'E.S.,'ore by the SpS-f!SEE! editors.
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pamphlets in South East Asia.... They un-
doubtedly assimilated the. whole body of the
basic Trotslcyist concepts.n 4

However, it was the same partyr the LSSP,
with its reputation for revolutionary intran-
sigence, and with its 'brilliant Mancist
thinkers, i that ignominiously collapsed in June
1964, when, by a majority decision, it entered
a coalition government with the SLFPTs the par-
ty of the so-called national or liberal bour-
geoisie, just when the bankruptcy of the policies
of the Sirima Bandaranaike government was
becoming manifest to the working class and
toilers and when conditions were ripening for
the development of mass struggle against the
government and the capitalist class.

Not only did this reputed Trotskyist party
Join the ranks of the opportunists by this alli-
ance with the bourgeoisie for the betrayal of
the masses, but in 1971, it became directly
responsible for the worst massacre of youth
ever known in Ceylon or elsewhere-the police-
army killings by shooting and torture of thou-
sand^s of youth who rose in revolt against the
capitalist coalition government. And, it is this'
party that today, together with the Stalinists,
is sustaining a capitalist regime which ispre-
paring the road, in the manner of theAllendes,
for an open military dictatorship.

But why did tNshappen?Howdidthis "Trot'
slryist' party collapse and join the ranks of
Stalinist and social-democratic betrayers?

We shall let the same Ernest Mandel of the
United Secretariat answer this question. Here
is his explanation in his article published in
the International Socialist Reuiew in the fallof
1964. tlt was never a secret to any member
of the world Trotskyist movement, informed
about the special problems of theFourthlnter-
national, that the section in Ceylon, the Lanko
Satno Samaja Party, was an organisation to
which the term 'Trotskyistr had to be applied
with a series of specific reservations....'
Mandel, it would appear, had never any doubts
about the character of the LSSP. According to
him'the group of Trotslcyistintellectuals sud-
denly foundthemselves atthe headof the Iargest
working-class organisation in the country.. . .

However, the party which they led could not
really be called 'Bolshevik'.i
' Mandelrs dilemma in characterisatlon of
this party is understandable. For over two
decades, the LSSP was the Ceylon unit of the
Inte rnationa I Secreta r ia t (I.S. ) and late r United
Secretariat (U.Sec.), which claimed to be the
continuation of täe organisation founded by
Trotslry. Mandel and the leaders of the United
Secretariat were called upon to e:cplain how
such a party as the ISSP could have remained
a unit of an international organisation claiming
to be Trotskyist! It was this question that Man-
del has failed to answer. And his failure to face
up to this question couldwellbe the reason why
he resorted to equivocation in regard to the
character of this party.

In the view of Mandel, the LSSP had a hybrid
character. nlt was a party that combined left-
socialist trade-union cadres, revolutionary
workers who had gained class consciousness
but not specifically revolutionary-Marxist ed-
ucation, and a few hundred genuine revolu-
tionary-Marxist cadres. . . .

"In fact, while being formally a Trotslcyist
party, the LSSP functioned in several areast
comparably to a leftSocial Democraticparty in
a relatively rprosperousr semi-colonial coun-
try; i..e. it was the main electoral vehicle of
the poor masses, it provided the main leader-
ship of the trade unions.n'If indeed nthe LSSP functioned in several
areas comparably to a left Social Democratic
party,i and if indeed it was functioning asithe main electoral vehicle of the poor
massesrn it was by nomeansdifficulttounder-
stand how the leaders of this party accepted
portfolios in a bourgeois government in 1964
and have continued along this roadthereafter.

But if, as Mandel insists, this was a nde-

feat for Trotskyism in Ceylonn it isnecessary
to ascertain what precisely in his vlew led
to this defeat. nThe defeat suffered by Trot-
slryism in Ceylonri says Mandel,, nistherefore
essentially the story of how and whytheColvin
R- de Silva and Leslie Gunawardena group

["Marxist"-E.S.] lost leadership of the party
(conthwed next Page)

4 Ernegt Germain, "Peoples Frontlsm in Cey-
lon: From Wavering to Capihrlationr' Interaa-
tional Socialist Reuiew, Fall 1964.

s The Sri Lanka Freedom Party (sLr.P) origi-
nated in 1951 when S. W.R.D. Bandaranaike
spllt from the until-then dominant United Na-
tlonal Party (UNP) amid widespreaduneasiness

in the ruling class overtherampantcorruptlon
of the UNP government. Baadaranaike, former
right-hand man ofUNP leader D.S. Senanayake,
combl.ned a program of virulent Sinhalese
chauvlnism and Buddhist clericalism with timld
Iand ref orm. His SLFP appealed particu-
larly to the Stnhalese peasantry and rural
intelllgentsia.
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through their own wealnesses and inner
contradictions.. .."

Mandel mentions these nwealcnesses and
lnner contradictions"-the fatal flaw was that
these key political leaders did not occupy
themselves with full time party work-they
remalned part-time leaders. . . the leaders of
t}re genuinely Trotskyist wing of the LSSP
did not change their daily lives to accord with
thelr revolutionary convictions. 1,6

While the iweaknesses and inner contra-
dlctions of the leadersi were real, it is
necessary for revolutionary Marxists to go
beyond the personal qualities of the leaders of
an ostensibly revolutlonary party to ascertain
why such a party betrayed the'revolutionary
movement and the masses. Mandel is com-
pletely wrong in stating that the weaknesses of
the leaders were 'essentially' the cause of
the LSSP collapse. This is plain subJectivism.

Mandelrs dilemma remains. He andthe other
leaders of the United Secretariat were not
prepared to accept their share of responsi-
bility for the collapse of the I,SSP, which for
two decades was accepted as a section of
the International Secretariat, later United
Secretariat.

The formal acceptance of the program can
never be the test of a revolutionary Marxist
party. That is of course a commonplace. On
the other hand, what is basic to the Leninist
concept of the party isthebasingofthe politics
of the party on the revolutionary program and
above'all on activity in a revolutionary
perspective.

And, in regard to the LSSP, there was not
even a formal acceptance of a Trotskyist pro-
gram, because in reality therewasnoprogram
as such. i4/hat was termed theprogram, as late
as 1950 (unity congress) was only a listing of
ifundamental aimsr" a brief explanation of a
transitional program, a list of transitional de-
mands and the positions of the party on impe-

rialist war, defense of the Soviet Union, on
Stalinist parties and popular-frontism.

A Marxist analysis of the socio-economic
factors in the country, class forces and class
relations, the character of the Ceylon revolu-
tion and the dynamics of the Ceylon revolution
-all these issues had no place in tNs 'pro-
grami! Documents on progr:unmatic questions
were never the heritage of theparty. Nor could
the leaders of the United Secretariat, tle
Mandels and Pierre Franks, pointto any inter-
vention on their part with the LSSP in this
regard.

1942 Split

The existence, from the beginning, of a
Marxist wing in this social-democratic type
party was the real hope for this party. And
indeed, t h e leaders of the [International'l
correcily looked to this group for the revolu-
tionary orientation of this party.

And the opportunity came to this grop and
also to the leaders of the [Internaöonel],
when the first split took irlace in the LSSP b€-
tween the Philip Gunawardena/N.U. Perera
reformist section and the Leslie ic'tüa-
wardena]/Colvin [R. de Silva/Bernard [soy""]
Marxist section in 1942.

It was the attempt on thepartof the Marxist
wing to re-organise the party progrrmmati-
cally and organisationally on Bolshevil lines
that led to opposition from the Philip Gunaszr-
aena/N.M. Perera reformist wing and to tbe
split of 1942. The e:cpulsionof PhitipGu.nawar-
dena and N.M. Perera from the Internarionat
and the acceptance of the BolshevikSamase'na-
ja Party (nSn;zas the Ceylon unit created
favourable conditions for the building of tbe
revolutionary party. \

Although at the commencement t}te politics
of the split were not altogether clear to the
rank and file of the BSP, the further evolwion
of the N.M./Philip group brought into tie open
the. different orientations. For instance, tbe
N.M./PhiIip group gave proof of its deep-
seated opportunism when the parliamentarly
fraction of their party refused to vote against
the status of nindependencen granted bl tbe

6 Germaln, op. cit.

7 The Bolshevik Samasamaja Party grew out of
a 1942 factional polarization and split in the
LSSP, which resulted in two groups both call-
ing themselves "the ISSP' operating in Cey-
lon during the later years of the war. The
more leftist group remained affiliated with
the BLP(India) and after the war a BLPI
letter of 8 October 1945 expelling the leaders

of the rightist group (N.M. Perera and Philip
Gunawardena) formalized the split. Folloving
an abortive attempt in late 1946 to reunily the
two groups, the leftist group led by Leslie
Goonewardene, Colin de Silva, Samarakkod-r-,
de Souza and others, which was the smaller
group, changed its name to the BSP. However,
on 4 June 1950 the two groups were reunilied
to form the LSSP, with a grouping around Phi-
lip Gunawardena splitting away to the right.

v

!/
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British in 1947. The BSP fraction however
voted against this fake independence.s

On the other hand, during thesevenyearsof
its independent existence, the BSP took mean-
ingful steps to raise the ideological level of
tJte party, develop revolutionary cadre a n d
direct trade-union and other mass activities
in a revolutionary perspective.

Unificqtion
However, this favourable development for

Trotslcyism in Ceylon received a setbackwhen
the BSP decided onunificationwiththe reform-
ist N.M. Perera/Philip Gunawardena group
(LSSP), which had, during this,period, only
strengthened its reformism, both in its trade-
union and parliamentary activities.

And what is more, the unification w a s
effected without any discussion on the funda-
mental problems of the Ceylon revolution,
strategy and tactics, on Stalinism, reformism
and parliamentarism. It was the failure of the
Marxist wing (BSP) that no document giving
the correct orientationonthese relevant issues
was adopted at this unification. Only the "pro-
gramn which we have already referred to was
adopted. This iprogramn was so sketchy and
only in outline, thatthe N.M. Pererawing had no
difficulty in taking the party along their reform-
ist course.

This unification, which proved disastrous
for the future of Trotslcyism in Ceylon, never-
theless received the approval of the leaders
of the United Secretariat (thenthe International
Secretariat). And what is more, it was their
view that a policy of co-existence with the N.
M. Perera reformist wing was correct for the
Marxist group. In the view of Mandel, "the
problem of overcoming the old divisionsandof
blocking anything that could precipitate a new
split with N.M. Perera became an obsession
:rmong the key political leaders.' The policy
w a s c or r e ct in its elf s i nce unific ation had tak en
Plac e on a principled basis and since the party's
activities as a whole were proceeding in
accordance with the general Progrorn of Trot-
skyism.rs [our emphäsis-8.S.]

Genercl Progrom ol Trotskyism

The program of Trotskyism in Ceylon had
to be linked to the problems of the Ceylon
revolution.

As in all backward countries, Ceylon had
(1950) and still continues to have uncompleted
tasks of the democratic revolution. The'Soul-
bury Constitutionri which was a deal between
the Ceylonese bourgeoisie and the British
imperialists, brought only fake independence.
While there was political independence over a
large area, yet there was roomforimperiallst
interference and control, even politically. In
any event, the economic dominance of British
imperialism continued through the ownership
and control by the British of the best tea and
rubber plantations and the agency houses,
which controlled the exports of all agricultural
products and which also had a major share of
the imports fortheplantation sector. The oper-
ation of B riti sh and other f oreign-owned banks,
and the open-door policy for British and other
imp erialist investments reduced political f ree -
dom to a fiction.

Twenty-five years after the grant of so-
called Independence and the adoption of a new
constitution with republican status (19?1), the
socio-economic policies of Ceylon, over a
Iarge area, cannot be decided by a Ceylon
Cabinet, but by the IMF (International Mone-
tary Fund) and the imperialistsl

The revolutionary wing (BSP) which cor-
rectly denounced and rejected the Soulbury
Constitution as 'fake independence' while the
N.M. Perera wing silently endorsed the bour-
geois interpretations in that regard, failed to
raise this question of the Soulbury Constihr-
tion with the N.M. Perera wing at the 1950
unification. Thus by implication the BSP en-
dorsed the opportunism of the N.M. Perera
wing.

This meant that the unified LSSP adopted,
by implication, a view that the bourgeoisie
of a backward country in the middle of the
20th cenhrry has been able to accomplish a
basic task of the bourgeois democratic revo-

(conthated next page)

I The Brttish government granted Ceylon a
Constitution recommended by the Soulbury
Commission in 1946 in order to placate de-
mands for political lndependence following the
war. This constltution retained an appolnted
Governor-General who retained control over
foreign affairs, defense and minority rights.
The constitution did not even provldedominion

status-rlndependence" within the Common-
wealth-which was granted separately in 1948.
Other agreements guaranteed the Brltish con-
tinued use of milltary bases on Ceylon and
other privileges.

9 Germainr op. cit.
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lution, i.e. the achievement of natlonal liber-
ation from imperialism. This meant that the
LSSP was in conflict with the central thesis of
tlre permanent revolution, that, having arrived
belatedly, a congenitally wealc bourgeoisie ina
backward country is incapable of playtng a
leading role in the democratic revolution;
that on the contrary, this bourgeoisie ls
counter-revolutionary; that the tasks of the
bourgeois democratic revolution could be ac-
complished only by the proletariat (dictator-
ship of the proletariat) in alliance wlth the
peasantry and in the teeth of the oppositlon
of the native bourgeoisie-whether they be the
comp radors or the so-called national
bourgeoisie.

The false and untenable assumption thatthe
bourgeois democratic taslrs had been accom-
plished by the Ceylonese bourgeolsie led the
I^SSP to virhrally ignore thereafter-(a) the
struggle for completing Ceylon's independencel
(b) the stnrggle for minority rlghts of the 2
mlllion Tamil-spealcing people; (c) the struggle
of the peasants for the land; and (d) the endlng
of the oppression and discriminatlon of tbe
so-called depressed castes.

It was thus that the LSSP had no program
to develop the anti-imperialist struggle al-
though the party rilas opposed to imperialism.
fuid it was thus that the LSSP had no program
to develop the struggle of the peasants for
land although the LSSP did demand landforthe
landless.

Although the LSSP supported the language
and other rights of the Tamil minority ard
called for the acceptance of Tamil aa an
official language together with the Sinhala
language, and also called for citlzenshlp
rights for the Tamil plantation workers, lt
did not have a strategy for implementtng
these demands.

It was thus that the LSSP failed to carry on
a consistent stnrggle for the completion of
Ceylon's independence, for the abolitlon of the

Soulbury Constlfution. The party failed to raise
the slogan of a Constihrent Assembly.

The refusal of the LSSP to face the reality
of the uncompleted democratic taslcs gave the
Ceylon bourgeoisie an unerq)ected opporhmity
to poee as the frlends of the peasartry and to
win over the petty -bourgeois miu; s es gene rally,
by puttlng on the mask of natlonalismandtalk-
ing the language of freedom fighters.

Enter Bondqronqike
S.W.RD. Bandaranaike, who broke with the

UNPIoon the guccegsion to D.S. Senanayake,
was quick to take the opportunity. Raising the
slogans of iSinhalese language only" astheof-
ficial language to replace English, iGive back
the milltary basesri 'Ta.ke over of foreign-
owned estatesrt rEnd feudal relations in landr'
Bandaranalke was soonleadingthe mass move-
ment, especially tlte peasants andlower middle
class lntelligentsia. From a leader of a small
party of eight members in parliament, Ban-
daranaike found bimseU swept topowerin1956
(MEP-the lst Bandaranaike Government). tt

Although Bandaranaike and his SLFP soon
showed thelr state of bankruptcy in regard to
(a) the anti-imperialist stnrggle; (b) winning
of land to the peasants; and (c) the grant of
mtnority rights and so-called economic devel-
opment, this party (SLFP) of the so-called
national bourgeolsie was able to keep itself
at the centre of the political stage during a
period of nearly 1? years up tothepresent due
to the wrong policies of the LSSP in regard to
the so-called natlonal or liberal bourgeoisie.

The Ceylonese bourgeolsie had, right up to
the war period, remained aplantation and mer-
cantile borrgeoisie. Their interests more or
less dove-tailed with imperiallst interests;
they functioned in the perspective of continued
co-exigtence with imperialism. They were
'the classlc compradors.

However, it was inevitable that capitalist
development in Ceylon would, even late, take
the road of industrlalisatlon. This meant that
a differentiation wlthin täe bourgeoisie would
sooner or later lead to the emergence of the
indrstrial-mlnded bourgeoisie. And it could

l0 The Unlted National Party (uNP) was ee-
ta.bltshed by the plutocrat D.S. Senanaydce ln
June 1946 and took over the government trom
the Brtttsh tn the 194? election. Senanayalehad
spllt from the Ceylon Natlonal Congreas, a
loose pro-lndependence, excluelvely Slnhalese,
bourgeols formatlon when tbe CNC admltted
ttre Stalinists durlng tVorld War tr.

rt The MalnJama Eksath Pera-ouna (MEP-
Peoplers Unlted Front) was formed ln Febnrary
1956 a.s a coalltion ol the SLFP wtth various
rellgtous and Slnhalese chauvtnlet groups and
the TLSSP" of Phlllp Gtrnawardena. rflhen the
Banderanalle government collapsed ln 1958-
59, the Gunawardena group took the name
lf,EP tor öemeelves ln subsequent electlon
campalgns.
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have been expected that this new section of
the bourgeoisie would be in a state of conflict
with the older plantation bourgeoisie or their
party, the UNP, which had control of state
power.

It was the existence of this new sector of
the bourgeoisie-the indtrstrial-minded sec-
tor-that found its reflection in the split away
of Bandaranaike from the UNP (1951). Further,
it was precisely the significance ofthis differ-
entiation within the bourgeoisie that the LSSP,
which according to Mandel, nfunctioned in ac-
cordance with the general program of Trot-
slsyismr" failed to understand.

"Nolionol" or "Liberol"
Bourgeoisie

The character and the role of the so-called
national or liberal bourgeoisie inthebackward
countries was too well known, especiallyinthe
Trotslcyist movement, by the time this differ:
entiation took place in Ceylon. The tragedy of
tfre CNnese revolution (1927), the triumph of
Franco in SBain (1936-39), and the failure of
the revolutionary movements in India and the
other countries of Asia were basically linked
to the failure of ostensible revolutionaries to
understand the nature of the so-callednational
bourgeoisie, who seek to use the masses, not
for struggle against imperialism but to win
concessions from the imperialist masters.

The principal lesson derived from Marxist
e:rperience in this regard was that this sectör
of the bourgeoisie, while being capable of occa-
sional but weak oppositional actions against
imperialism, cannot, with any degree of con-
sistency, develop any real.confrontation with
imperialism. In the context of the reality of the
class struggle, the so-callednational or liberal
bourgeoisie must necessarily betray the strug-
gle for national liberation and enter into treach-
erous compromises with imperialism. nThe

more to the Eastrn said Trotsky, nthe mone
treacherous were the bourgeoisie.n That
meant, the more belatedly they arrive, the more
treacherous they are.

While revolutionary Marxists would give
critical support to some oppositional actions
of the so-called national bourgeoisie, they are
uneguivocally opposed to national bourgeois
regimesl it remains their task to carry on a
consistent and irreconcilable struggle to ex-
pose their real role of treachery tothe national
Iiberation struggle and to wrest theleadership
of the national struggle from their hands.

The regimes of the so-callednational or lib-
eral bourgeoisie in Ceylon (SLFP, SLFP-LSSP,

SLFP-LSSP-CP) have brought about a belated
but Iimited development of the manufacturing
industries, not in conflict with imperialism,
but jointly with foreign capitalists, whether in
the public or private sector, undermining in
this process the political independence of the
country.

It is precisely tNs question of the so-called
national or liberal bourgeoisie-the Bandara-
naike question-that LSSP leaders failed to
understand in the light of Marxist experience.
In the result, the leadership followed empiri-
cally a zig zag policy, which inevitably led
them into the coalition government with the
SLFP in 1964.

Ihe 1953 Ho rtql-A Semi-l nsurrect:on
It was in this state of ideological confusion

and uncertainty that the LSSP was confronted
with the opportunity of leading the masses in
Ceylon's first revolutionary mass struggle
ägainst the government and the capitalist class
reacNng to the level of a semi-insurrection.
_ With the end of the Koreanboomandthe faII
in the prices of the main e;<ports, tea and
mbber, the capitalist UNP government decided
to'maintain the profit levels of the capitalist
and vested interests by imposing drastic cuts on
social services and by the increase in priceof
rationed rice. While theprice of rice was raised
from = /25 cents to = /ZO cents [Ceylon cur-
rency] per measure, the government withdrew
the free mid-day meal to school children and
lhöreased postal fares and train fares.

The LSSP took the lead in developing mass
agitation on these issues. But even while the
mass movement was visibly growing around
t*lese issues, the Ieaders of the LSSP, who had
empirically moved into a struggle pituation,
failed to see the revolutionary possibilities in
the situation. Their perspectives didnot gobe-
yond mass protest action against the actions
and policies of the government.

In this context, the LSSP leaders were taken
by surprise by the response of the masses to
the one-day protest action that was decided
upon.

Though acting empirically, the LSSP cor-
rectly applied the tactic oftheunitedfront. The
Philip Gunawardena group (MEP), the Stalinists
and even the Federal Party (bourgeois-led
Tamil minority Party) were pushed into becom-
ing the co-sponso-rs of the Hartal 12 action.

The withdrawal ot work (strike action) of

(contiru,ed next page)

12 A political mass strike.
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the workers supported by the closing of busi-
ness and the stoppage of work by peasants and
other self-employed people, all of whom re-
sorted to direct action struggle bybarricading
roads, cutting down trees and telephone posts,
stopping of buses and trains-all this turned
into a real confrontation with the armedforces
of the government. What occurred wasasemi-
insurrection in which the masses fought the
police and the army with stones and clubs and
whatever they found by way of weapons. Nine
persons were killed by police shooting.

What the working class and the masses that
were in the struggle looked forward to was not
a mere one-day protest action and a return to
work the following day. They were in readiness
for a struggle to overthrow thehatedUNPgov-
ernment. In fact, this direct action of t}te mass-
es continued on the next day also. There were
clear possibilities of this Hartal action being
continued for several days thereafter. But the
LSSP leadership, despite the unmistakable
moods of the workers and other sections of
the masses, decided to keep to their plan of
a mere protest action and called off the Hartal
and prevented the masses from continuing
the struggle.

Dynomics of the Ceylon Revolution

What the LSSP leadership had failed to de-
velop theoretically-the dynamics of the Ceylon
revolution-the Hartal struggle showed in prac-
tise, even in outline. The following features
were prominently silhouetted in the political
scene:

1. Contrary to the misgivings of the LSSP
leaders (which some of them developed into
theories later), the Ceylonese masses were not
so steeped in parliamentarism that they would
first have to go through a Iong parliamentary
period before they got on tothe roadof revolu-
tionary struggle. The Hartal showed that,
given a revolutionary leadership, the masses
could soon shed their parliamentary illusions
and enter the road of mass struggle leading to
the revolution itseU.

2. The masses didnotdividethe Ceylon rev-
olution into two stages, (a) an anti-imperialist
and anti-feudal stage and (b) an anti-capitalist
stage. The democratic revolution and the so-
cialist revolution were telescoped ln a single
struggle. The issues that brought the masses
into revolutionary struggle were issues arising

out of imperialist capitalist oppression-in-
crease of price of rice, train fares, postal
fares, etc. The capitalist class had the need
to save foreign exchange through a cut in the
ration of rice and cutting down of social ser-
vices for the maintaining of capitalist profit
levels. The uncompleted democratic tasks,
completing of independence, and the ending of
minority and caste oppression couldbe accom-
plished only in the course of the socialist
revolution.

Despite their so-called two-stage theory,
the Stalinists found themselves taken along
into an anti-capitalist struggle and anuprising
against a capitalist government. Also, con-
trary to their so-called theory, they were
shown in practise that the anti-L\-P struggle
could not be separated from the anti-capitalist
struggle.

3. Again, contrary to the orientation of the
Stalinists and later also of the LSSP, it was
not the so-called progressive bourgeoisie or
petty bourgeoisie that led the masses in this
struggle, but the proletariat. Led by the LSSP,
it was the working class that took the leading
role in this struggle. The urban and rural
petty bourgeoisie, the peasants and the stu-
dents and youth all followed the leadership
of the working class. Theparty ofthe so-called
progressive bourgeoisie, the Bandaranaike-
led SLFP, was not ready even to be one of
the sponsors of the Hartal action.

4. The alliance of the proletariat and the
peasantry, which is basic to the Ceylon revo-
Iution, was achieved in action. The struggle
showed that it was not necessaryfortheprole-
tariat to form a political alliance with a bour-
geois or petty-bourgeois party in order to
win the peasantry. The peasantry can be won
to the side of the proletariat on the basis of
support for their burning issues in opposition
to the bourgeoisie.

The LSSP leadership failed to draw the
lessons of this Hartal experience. It failed to
theoretically evaluate the events of this semi-
insurrection and relate them to the theory of
the permanent revolution as it applied to Cey-
lon, a backward country. The LSSP leadership
failed to realise that what was urgent and un-
postponable was the raising of the ideological
Ievel of the party in the perspective of devel-
oping into a Bolshevik-type revolutionary com-
bat party.

Politics of the lnternotionol
Secreloriot

We have already noted that in the view of
Mandel, in the post unification years (LSSP-

0
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B$P)r the LSSPTs nactivities as a whole were
proceeding in accordance with the general
program of Trotskyism.n

Thus, in the view of the International Sec-
retariat, there was no occasionforanyserious
intervention on its part in regard to the LSSP.

The truth in this regard was that, with the
new turn of the I.S. in 1951 (Srd Congress)
under the guidance of Pablortherecouldnotbe,
in their view, any problems for the LSSP in
regard to ideological development or the build-
ing of a Bolshevik-type party.

According to the thesis of the 3rdCongress
there was no need to build independent Trot-
skyist partiesl what was necessary was to
take the 'quickest road to the masses" where-
ever they be, in the Stalinist or other reform-
ist parties, for "the integratingn of the revolu-
tionary Marxist cadre deeply intothe so-called
real movement of the masses.

The same thesis of the 3rd Congress left
the door open for an interpretation that the
Stalinist parties have transformed themselves
from road-blocks to the proletarianrevolution
into parties that are capable of taking the
revolutionary road.

It was against this liquidationist turn of the
International that the SWP (Unitea States)-led
minority revolted and split in 1953. On the
first news of the split the LSSP leadership
leaned on the side of the minority and appeared
to be willing to take up the stntggle against
Pabloist revisionism and liquidationism. But in
the state of ideological confusion that reigned
in the LSSP and its leadership, and inthe con-
text of the theoretical weakness of the Inter-
national Committee (IC;, ts füe leaders of the
LSSP wavered and jumped on to the band-
wagon of the maJority led by the Mandels,
Pierre Franks and the Livios.

In reality, the liquidationist and revisionist
Iine of Pablo, according to which there is no
need to build independent Marxist parties, and
according to which what was urgent was the
iintegration into the living movement of the
massesn-all this dovetailed into the orienta-
tion of the LSSP leaders whosepre-occupation
was developing mass activity-in the trade
unions and in the electorates without revolu-
tionary perspective.

1953 Split

On the other hand, the Pabloistpro-Stalinist

orientation found more than a responsive echo
with the Henry Peiris-led faction which
emerged in the party in thefallof 1952. Ä res-
olution of this factionr ledby Henry PeirisrWil-
liam Silva and T.B. Subasinghe, ndeclaredthat
in the elections the party should have put for-
ward the slogan of a rDemocratic Government
which would have meant, at its lowest level,
a Bandaranaike government, and at its highest
level, a Government by a Sama Samajamajor-
ity'." It also took the position "that the party
should enter into the closest possible agree-
ment and co-operation with the CP and Philip
group in the trade unlon and political fields'
(Short History of the ZSSP).

This was clearly the moment to investl-
gate into the roots of reformism andStalinism
that had grown within the LSSP, to draw up a
balance sheet of the efforts of the LSSP to
move in a Trotslryist direction. In fact, all the
basic questions of Trotskyism, the program,
the application of the theory of the permanent
revolution, the character of the Ceylon revo-
lution, the role of the 'national' bourgeoisie,
questions of strategy and tactics, the Leninist
concept of the party, were the issuesthatwere
involved in this factional struggle that burst
into the open.

But the LSSP leadership conducted thefight
against the reformists and Stalinists withinthe
party by their own empirical methods and in
an ad hoc manner, counterposing Trotskyist
orthodoxy to the politics of the revisionists,
very much in the mzLnner of the SWP in 1953
when it opposed the line of the 3rd Congress.
In the result, the factional struggledidnotlead
to the focusing of attention on the fundamental
questions that were clearly posed before the
entire party. Nor did the factional struggle
help even to educate the membership of the
party and to raise their ideological level,
especially when the party was moving deeper
into parliamentary politics, where Bandara-
naike was soon to become the princlpal actor.

Responsive Co-operqtion

Having failed to understand the role of the
so-called national bourgeoisie, the LSSP lead-
ership was at a loss to know how to deal with
the Bandaranaike-led MEP government that

(contirwed next Page)

ts The International Committee was formed by
those sections of the Fourth International who
broke from the Pabloist International Sec-
retariat in 1953. The IC included the SWP

led by J.P. Cannon, the majority of the
French section led by Bleibtreu-Lambert, and
the British grouping led by G. Healy.
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was formed after the
elections.

I't l: '

1956 parliamentary

Succumbing to the mass hysteria and e'n-
tlusiasm at the election victory of the ME?
to office, the LSSP announced itsattitudetothe
new government as one of tresponsive co-
operation.n It was of course necessary to note
the popularity of the MEP government" It was
undoubtedly imperative for the LSSP to take
note of the prevailing mass sentiment and the
mass moods in relation to the first Bandara-
naike government, before the party decided on
its tactics in the situation. But it was un-
pardonable for a party claiming to be rev-
olutionary Marxist to resort to equivocal
formulae, and echo mass illusions when it was
imperative to categorically state party posi-
tions. And in this case, it was the question of
correctly characterising the MEP government
which was a bourgeois bonapartistgovernment
that was seeking to deceive the masses with
nationalist and socialist phraseology. It was
the duty of the LSSP to patiently explain to the
masses regarding the truth aboutthe character
of this government. On the contrary, the LSSP
chose the occasion to opportunistically go along
with the masses, whilst keeping the dooropen
for later criticism of the government whenthe
mass moods underwent a change.

The Mandels, Pierre Franks and the Livios
of the I.S. looked on from a distance. They
never once in this regard e:qlressed their
views on the LSSP line on this question. Either
it was the case of the I.S. approving the LSSP
Iine in this regard, or the I.S. did not seek to
interfere in the internal affairs of a sectiön
of the International on the basis of its real
orientation, that the Revolutionary Interna-
tional is a sum of several national parties
that function independently of the International
centre!

However, it was the Bandaranaike MEP re-
gime itself that gave the LSSP the opportunity
to re-assess the character of this government"
Before long, the bankruptcy of nBandaranaike
principles' became evident to a section of the
masses. It was to conceal this bankruptcy
that Bandaranaike resorted to communalism
that led to the worst anti-Tamil riots in Ceyl-b.n
(1956-1958)" And what was particularly help-
ful to the LSSP was that the organisedworking
class lost faith in the promises of Bandaranaike
and moved into strike action to win thöil
wage demands.

But the LSSP, as before, acted only em-
pirically. In a tail-endist fashion, the LSSP
supported the working-class strikes and
adopted only a more critical attitude to
Bandaranaike.

Although the LSSP correctly noted that the
Bandaranaike government (MEP) was bona-
partist in character, it failed to draw tie con-
clusion that mass illusions in zuch a
government cannot easily disappear, that the
LSSP had to launch consistent stnrggle on
many fronts on reformism and Stalirism to
win the masses away from rBaldaranaike
politics.i On the other hand, the LlsP naively
believed that, with the assassinati.or, of Ban-
daranaike, nBandaranaike politics' had come
to an end. The LSSPevenbelievedthatthe road
was now open for the party to riCe to par-
Iiamentary power.

It was thus that ttre LSSP decrCed to throw
all its forces in the 1960 elecü;:-s (\Iarch)
with the aim of winning a majoriq to form an
LSSP government in parliament. -{:d the Inter-
national Secretariat, the I\Iardels and the
Pierre Franks, Iooked on appro',1:gli' with
hope that the LSSP would nir a rajorily in
this election.

But the SLFP, led by the nido; of Ba.rdara-
naike, came out of the electiors (\Iarch 1960),
as the party with the largest nur.ber cf seats,
although it faited to win an orerai najority
to form the government. The LSSP s;as reduced
from 12 to 10 seats and was thrcsn into a
state of confusion.

But this outcome of the elections might well
have been the opportunity for the party to
review its election policy utrich contributed
in a large way to increasing mass illusions
in parliament and also to disorienting the party
membership. In fact the decision of the party
to bid for a parliamentary üajority was
evidence that the party had lost all revolu-
tionary perspective and had accepted the
reformist and Stalinist parliamentary or so-
called peaceful road to socialism.

Nor did the Mandels and Pierre Franks of
the International Secretariat int e rv e n e cor-
rectly even after the event, in this regard. The
Ieaders of the I.S. could not realise that what
was involved here was the disease of parlia-
mentarism and reformism that had got a
stranglehold on the party, and not aquestionof
miscalculation or wrong evaluation. Here is a
sample of their orientation in this regard-

iThe starting point must be a frark seU
criticism of the errors in analysis and eval-
uation committed by the party prior to the 20th
March elections, namely-
(a) It thought that the objective situation was
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favourable to the vlctory of tlte revolutlonary
movement;
(b) It sqposedthat the masses have already had
enough e:qlerlence wlth the SLFP and that as a
regult they mlght ln thelr maJorlty turn towardr
tlte I^SSP.I

(LS. Document on Ceylon, October lg60)
In this context, it was no surprise that the

leadership of the LSSP, which wasnowsteeped
in parliamentarlsm continued to look dbsper-
ately for soluüons within the sameparllamen-
tarist perspective. And it was thus thatthe next
step was talcen by the right-wing leader N.M.
Perera who challenged all the basic positions
of Trotslcyism, pronounced that the proletariat
in Ceylon was petty-bourgeois in outlook, that
revolutionary mass stnrggle leading to the
dictatorship of the proletarlat was impossible
and cnrdely proposed that the LSSP enter a
coaliüon front wtth the SLFP non an agreed
program.t

And as for the nbrilliant Marxistsi like
Mandel, the Colvins and the Leslies, they were
only a step behind N.M. Perera. In fact, it was
Leslie Gtrnawardena that sought to give
tleoretical justification for the betrayal that
Perera found no difficulty in proposing in
the manner of the Social Democrats. Leslle
Gtrnawardena, you see, was, in keeping wlth
the traditions of the Trotslcylst movement,
against the popular frontl But according to Les -
lie Gunawardena a popular front with an antl-
capitalist progratn was in accordance with the
program of Trotslcyism! Thus Leslie Guna-
wardena was opposed to N.M. Perera's pro-
posal to form a coalltion government on an
agreed minlmum prograrn. rTtris actionn wrote
Leslie rwas light-minded and unworthy of a
party that claims to employ the Marxist
methodi!

Four years later, in June 1964, these same
rbrllliant Mar:dsts' led by this same Leslie
had moved far and away from Lesllets own
theory of 1960. They were opposed to the pro-
posal of N.M. Perera not on the absence of an
anti-capitalist program. Their difference wlth
N.M. Perera was that they wanted a coalition
government between the entire ULF!{-LSSP-
MEP, CP and the SLFP-They wanted a com-
plete and proper popular front!

one year after Bandaranaike assumed office,
the opposition to the policy ,of nresponslve
co-operation' manifested itself through a small
group in the Central Committee. In its amend-
ment to the political resolution of the Central
Committee, this group (W. Dharmasena, Robert
Gunauardena, Edmund [Samaralckody], Chan-
dra Gunaeekera) stated-

iWhen the MEP government cameintopow-
er the ma^sses were lntoxlcated witlr lllusions
regardlng tiis government. Large sectlons
of the maasea close to the party e:pected
the party to support tlte MEP government.
In thle slhratlon, partly due to lack of clar-
Ity (of the party) regardlng the MEP govern-
ment, the party offered co-operatlon (res-
ponslve) to the government whllst dlrectlng
the parliarnentary group to slt ln the oppost-
tlon" As the par$ failed to charactertse
the MEP government es a capitalist govern-
ment, the fact that the parliamentary group
sat ln the opposttlon did not signalise lts
fundamental oppositlon or of being against
tbe government. Whateier was the intentlon
of the par$r ln the eyes of the masses,
the key to the understanding of the fundamen-
tal positlon of the party in relatlon to the
government was the offer of co-operatton
(responstve) by the party. This offer ot
co-operatlon to the capitallst government was
wrong. The party could.have and should have
olfered support to the progressive measurea
o( the government whlle stating categorlcally
that the MEP government rilas a capitallet
government. However, unpalatable and unac-
ceptable it may have been to the malrses,
the party should have characterised this gov-
ernnent as a capltallet government andthere-
alter proceeded to explaln.' (Amendment of
Ednund-Robert grorp ln the CC, I95?).

In the further efforts to combat parliamen-
tarlsm and to tdce the party along the path
of mass struggle the group insisted that nthe

aim of the party in relation to the MEP
government is revolutionary overthrow of
the government, i.e. by the method of the
mass uprislng. The masses are not ready
now (today) for the overthrow of the govern-
ment. But ln vlew of the failure of the
government to solve the pressing problems
of the people, in view of the ever increasing
dissenslon in the MEP, and the demoralisa-
tlon of its own ranks, in view of the growlng
mtlitancy of the working class, the situation
can change very rapidly, md at any moment
from now, the masses could well raise the
slogan 'Down wlth the MEP government.r
As a bridge between their present conscious-
ness and the stage when they will be ready
for the call for the overthrow of the Govern-

(contiwed next page)

Opposition
Though late, left opposltional elements

in the LfiSP began to intervene. In 195?,

l{ The Unlted Left Front (ULF) was an elec-
toral bloc ln the 1963 electlons of the LSSP,
the Communlet Party and Phlltp Gunawardenarg
MEP on aJolntprograsr of mlnlmal reforms.
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ment, the party will adopt as a central agi-
tational slogan 'We do not want the capitalist
MEP government, we want a workers and
peasont s gouernment,.,,

Undoubtedly this group failed to come to
grips with the roots of reformism in the
party. It only focused attention on some
aspects of party policy. Nevertheless, the
orientation of this group gave promise of
possibilities for the growth of a real rev-
olutionary tendency.

It was thus an opportune moment for the
leaders of the I.S. to intervene on the side
of the left oppositional elements that were
definitively emerging. But there was no guch
lntervention, for t}te reagon that these lead-
ers, the Mandels and the Pierre Franks, had
no differences with the LSSP leadership in
regard to their policy of nresponsive co-
operation' to the Bandaranaike government.

It was only when the LSSP leaders took
the inevitable step from nresponsive co-
operationn to the call for support of an
SLFP government that ttte leaders of the
International Secretariat intervened with a
document to register their opposition.

The leaders of the I.S. were in a dilemma.
If the LSSP was right when it offered co-
operation (responsive co-operation) to the
first Bandaranaike government (MEP) how
could the LSSP be wrong when it called for
and supported the formation of an SLFP
government in parliament?

The answer to this question is that the
LSSP was completely wrong in offering co-
operation (responsive) to the bourgeois MEP
government of Bandaranaike in 1956. The
LSSP was once again wrong in calling for
support of the bourgeois SLFP in 1960.

But the leaders of the I.S. were not pre-
pared to admit that it was their failure that
they did not state categorically that the policy
of rresponsive co-operation' was wrong. It
was thus that the Mandels and Pierre Franks' found themselves on the defensive before

. the LSSP reformists in thelr attempt to ex-
plain what they really meant by ncritical
zupporti to the SLFP government. These

, leaders of the I.S. were Suilty of a serious' distortion of the Leninist-Trotslcyist position
in regard to the governments of the so-
called national progressive bourgeoisiel And
here is their orientation in that regard-
'[Ve do not forget that, in the case of col-
bnial and semi-colonial countries, the revol-

utionary party can give its critical support
to gouentments with a non-proletarian leod-
er ship, be they petty -bour ge oi s or bou,r ge ois n !
[our emphasis-E.S.j(Document of the I.S. on
Ceylon).

However, in the same breath, the document
continued, "The support of a revolutionary
party for a bourgeois or petty-bourgeois
government cannot be other than critical,
namely strictly conditional and limited" That
means in practise that this support can be
granted for progressive, eflectively anti-capi-
talist or anti-imperialist measures, either
planned or carried out, measures that must
be defended against any maneouvre or sabo-
tage by the reactionary forces"n But why
this equivocation? A revolutionary Marxist
party will not and cannot give even critical
support to any bourgeois or petty-bourgeois
government. If the Mandels and the Pierre
Franks mean thereby critical support to only
'progressive and anti-capitalist and anti-
imperialist measures" then how do they talk
of ngiving critical support to governments
with a non-proletarian leadership, be they
petty-bourgeois or bourgeois"? They knew
that what was involved here was the attitude
of the revolutionary party to a bourgeois
government in a colonial or semi-colonial
country, and not to its attitude to certain
measures of such a government. They know
well that a revolutionary Marxist party could
well give critical support to certain measures
of bourgeois governments, even of military
governments" But the attitude of a revolu-
tionary Marxist party to a bourgeois govern-
ment with even a nprogressivei coloration
can be nothing but irreconcilable opposition,
although the manner of opposition to such a
government \r'ill depend on the mass senti-
ment in relation to the government.

It is thus that support to a government,
whether disguised as iresponsive co-opera-
tioni or critical support, must be rejected
as being in direct conflict with the funda-
mental programmatic position of the party.

But whatever were the weaknesses and
equivocations of the Internationall Secretariat,
the reformist leadership of the LSSP had
by their unequivocal call for support of an
SLFP government in May 1960 exposed the
hollowness of their claims to be a Trotsky-
ist party. This meant that the task of rev-
olutionary Marxists within the LSSP was to
begin the struggle for a Trotskyist program
and the organisation of a revolutionary ten-
dency with or without the support of the
Inte rnational Secretariat.
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However, the left oppositionists in the
LSSP allowed themselves to be disarmed
when the LSSP leadership empirically put
on an oppositional stance in relation to the
SLFP government, especially when sectors
of the working class moved into strike ac-
tlon under the leadership of the LSSP. And,
for its part, the International Secretariat
even believed that an appeal to the party
leadership from the World Congress would
suffice to make these, now confirmed re-
formists, take a revolutionary road!iThe World Congress appeals to the Lan-
ka Sama Samaja Party for a radical change
in the political course in the direction in-
dlcated by the document of the leadership
of the International.'

nThe Congress is confident that the next
National Conference of the LSSP in whose
political preparation the whole International
must participate, will know how to adopt
all the political and organisational decisions
necessary to overcome the crisis which was
revealed following on the results of the March
1960 election campaign.i (Letter of 6th World
Congress to LSSP)

Far from any effective participation of the
International or any participation at all by
the I.S. in any nationd conference of the
LSSP nfor a radical change in its political
courser" the Mandels and Pierre Franks
\rere once again traversing the same par-
liamentarist road with the LSSP leadership,
just when the working class had achieved,
as never before, unity for struggle around
2l demands which could well develop into
political struggle against the SLFP govern-
ment and the capitalist class.

United Left Front
The Marxist tactic of the united front

\yith Stalinist and reformist working-class
parties and even bourgeois parties means
nothing more than unity in action in concrete
anti-imperialist or class -struggle situations.
It can never mean a political alliance with
such parties, which cannot have any other
objective than the winning of reforms from
the capitalists or the capitalist government.

The problem of the alternative govern-
ment, alternative to the bourgeois govern-
ment, is often posed before the revolution-
ary Marxists. But this question of an al-
ternative government is linked to the dynam-
ics of the revolution.

This means that revolutionary Marxists
do not project a transitional reformist gov-
ernment prior to a workers government. But

this was precisely the orientation of the LSSP
Ieaders who in their search for an alterna-
tive to a bourgeois government, proposed a
government of the so-called 'United Left
Fronti composed of the two working-class-
based parties--the LSSP and CP--and the
petty-bourgeois MEP (Philip Gtrnawardena)
on an agreed program (July 1963).

The concluding paragraph of the preamble
to this agreement, containing a "General
Program' (ma:<imum) and an immediate pro-
gram, revealed the reformist and Stalinlst
character of this nFrontn"

'In accordance with the need^s of this
situation and in response to this mass urge,
the Ceylon Communist Party, the Lanka Sama
Samaja Party and the Mahajana Eksath Per-
amuna have agreed to form a United Left
Front in order to mobilise and lead all
anti -imp e rialist, anti -f eudal and soclallst f or -
ces in Ceylon in the fight to establish a gov-
ernment that will live effect to the following
general program.n

The nimmediaten or the minimum part
of this program, which was the real pro-
gram of the Front, spealcs for ltseU. The
following are among the demands of the
iimmediatei or minimum program: (a) Bring
dorln Prices! Let the State import and
undertake the wholesale trade in all essen-
tial commodities. (b) nna the wage f.reeze!
Political and trade union rights for teachers
and other employees of the Government....
(c) Participation of workers in each work
place in the management of state and nation-
alised undertakings. (d) Nationalise the 13

Foreign Banksl

Revolutionqry Tendency

The minority in the Central Committee (14
members), that had for some time been mov-
ing in a revolutionary orientation, were cate-
gorically opposed to the so-called United Left
Front.

The minority (which included Meryl [Fer-
nando], Edmundf Samarakkody], Karlo [Karala-
singham], [BahJ Tampoe, D.S; Mafh$aratchi,
S.A. Martinus, W. Dharmasena) was quick to
see the reformist nafure of this ULF whlch it
correctly characterised as popular frontism!

nThe sltuatlon which now faces thepartyle one
tn which lt ls clear tlat the MEP ard the CP
are not contemplating the type of Unlted Front
actlvity that vtll in fact provlde a unlted left
lead to the masses against the SLFP govern-
ment and the forces of capltalist reaction.

(contirwed next Page)
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These two parties are seeking instead, to se-
cure the party's consent to putting forward an
agreed governmental program before the
masses in the name of the United Left Front
for the purpose of canrassing support for the
establishment of a popular f ront t1rye of gove rn-
ment in parllament. firis parliamentary re-
formlst perspective for united front activity
must be reJected by the party....
'. . . . The party must avoidany course of action
which is likely to strengthen the illuslons al-
ready created amongst the left minded maeseg
that the road forward to socialism in Ceylon
lies through the setting up of a Unlted Left
Front with ttte obJective of establishing a coa-
lltion government in parliament, onthe basis of
any agreed program for that purpose.n

, (Resolution of the CC mlnority)

With the emergence of a revolutionary ten-
dency led by 14 members of the Central Com-
mittee, the time was opportune to begin in an
organised manner the struggle against parlia-
mentarism and reformism and for orienting
the party in a revolutionary direction. And this
was clearly the moment for the International
Secretariat to come down decisively on the side
of the CC minority, for a joint strugglefor the
building of the revolutionary party.

It was thus that the CC minoritylookedfor-
ward hopefully for support from the Mandels
and the Pierre Franks, especially when the
International Secretariat had once again, inthe
fall of 1961, reminded the LSSP leaders thatit
was urgent for the party to be re-oriented on
the lines suggested by the I.S. and endorsedby
the Sixth World Congress. By its August (1961)
resolution on Ceylon, the I.S. reiterated the
following matters.

(a) "tne impossibility of the conquest of
power by the parliamentary wayandtheneces-
sity for never forgetting that the smashing of
the bourgeois apparatus and thecreationbythe
masses in the course of a revolutionaryprocess
as a whole, of new orgarxr of power, remain
the condition for the victory of the proletariat
and its revolutionary partyil

(b) "The necessity of working to ma}<e pos-
sible a close alliance betweenthe worker mass-
es and the peasants and more particularly for
the operation of the real junction withthe Indian
agriculhrral workers, who remain one of the
motive forces of the revolution in Ceylon; the
necessity to underline the principled attitude
favourable to trade union unity"n

(c) The International Secretariat even re-
minded the LSSP leadership that iup till now,

the conference of the LSSP, which should have
discussed all these questions, has notbeen con-
voked and there is consequenüy no official
stand of the party.'

All this and the initial reactions of the Inter-
national Secretariat to the parliamentarism
that was reflected through the first draftofthe
ULF agreement gave promiseof principledpo-
sitions in this regard by the Mandels and the
Pierre Franks, especially in the context ofthe
categorical opposition of the CC minority (14
members out of 44).

But it was just when the CC minority looked
to cooperation from the Mandels and Pierre
Franks to contlnue their struggle against the
ISSP reformists that they were abandoned by
these leaders who took the side of the N.M.
Pereras and Leslies when the Iattersignedthe
so-called agreement of the United Left Front
which was nothing but a modest programme of
reforms to fight the next parliamentary elec-
tions in the perspective of forming a joint
government in parliament. The I.S. issued a
public statement hailing the formation of the
I-SSP-MEP-CP 'Left United Front.i

Was the International Secretariat correctin
supporting the United Left Front formed in
August 1963? What was their justification in
t}tis regard? Were they acting in accordance
with the general program of Trotskyism?

Workers ond Peosqnfs Government
The call of the Bolsheviksinl9lTfora gov-

ernment of the Socialist Revolutionaries and
Mensheviks and their readiness to designate
such a government as a workers and peasants
government has been the excuse for revision-
ists of the United Secretariat and oftheHealy-
ite variety to call for support of governments
of reformist working-class parties and petty-
bourgeois parties, which are notNng but
governments for bourgeois reform. And this
was precisely the orientation of the Mandels
and the Pierre Franks, especially since the
3rd Congress (1951).

Here is for example the section of the
resolution of the 3rd Congress in regardtothe
tactics concretely proposed for Chile:nlt [our section] will develop its propa-
ganda for the slogan of the workers and peas-
ants government which will eventually be con-
cretised in this country asr a government of
parties claiming to represent the working
class, notably the Communist Party and the
Socialist Party." (This meant that the coali-
tion government of Allende that was recently
overthrown by the military coup wzur the con-

t
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cretisation of the slogan workers andpeasants.
governmentl)

And this was specifically the advice of the
I.S. to the LSSP when these leaders intervened
with theparty in 1960 against their proposal
to support an SLFP government in that year.

nlt would be rather dangerous, howeverforthe
workers parties to restrict tlemselves to the
framework of the parliamentary aims and not
look for a nerr, effective contactwithttre mass-
es, through vigorous, extra-parliamentary
activity among the worker andpeasant masses;
arrl at an electoral policy which puts forward
a radical Prograrn to be realised by the
Ilnited Front of the parties which claim to be
working class. n four emphasis-E.S.l

(I.S. Document on Ceylon, 18 May 1960)

But it is precisely' against this reformist
interpretation of the Bolshevik experiencethat
Trotsky himself had warned.

Trotsky mentions the specific conditions
under which the Bolsheviks putforwardthe slo-
gan to the S.R.'s and the Mensheviks-nbreak
with the bourgeoisie and takepower.nHereare
these specifie conditions:

1. It was a slogan put forward during a
particular phase in the pre-revolutionary sit-
uation of 1917-the period from April to Sep-
tember 1917.

2" ln this context nthe Bolshevik party
promised the Mensheviks and the S.R.rs, as the
petty -bour geois rep re s entatives of the worke rs
and peasants, its revolutionary aid against the.
bourgeoisie. . " "3. The Bolshevik party categorically re-
fused either to enter the government of the
Mensheviks and the S.R.rs or tocarrypolitical
responsibility for it.

4. In the specific context in which this slo-
gan was projected rlf the Mensheviks and the
S"R.'s had actually broken withtheCadets (lib-
erals) and with foreign imperialism, then 'the
workerst and peasantst governmentr created
by them could only have hastened and facilitated
the establishment of the dictatorship of the
proletariat. il'15

The Transitional Programme (of the 4th
Internati.onal) left no room for any misunder-
standing in regard to this slogan-nThis for-
mula, tWorkers and Peasants Governmentrt
first appeared in the agitationof theBolsheviks
in 191? and was definitely accepted after the
October Insurrection. In the final instance it
represented nothing more than the popular

15 L.D. Trotsky, "The Death Agony of Capitalism
and the Tasks of the Fourth International
(The Transitional Program)r' 1938.

designation for the already established dicta-
torship of the proletariat.

n. 
". The slogan rWorkers and Farmers

Government' is thus acceptable to us only in
the sense that it had in 1917 with the Bolshe-
viks-i.e., as an anti-bourgeois and anti-
capitalist slogan, but in no case in that demo-
cratic sense which later the epigones gave it,
transforming it from a bridge to socialist rev-
olution into the chief barrier upon its path.i

The International Secretariat was com-
pletely wrong in regard tothe so-calledtactics
of forming governments of working-class based
parties and otherpetty-bourgeois parties which
they proposed for the backward countries in
1951 (3rd Congress) and specifically to the
LSSP in 1960 and when they gave their sanc-
tion to the United Left Front in August 1963.
And it is this wrong policy that the U.Sec. as
well as the Healyites continue to follow up to
the present.

The Coolition Governmenl
From the United Left Front (LSSP-MEP-

CP Coalition) to an SLFP-LSSP coalition vvasr

but a step. And this happened in June 1964. Of
course the Mandels and the Pierre Franks were
frantically wringing their hands when N.M.
Perera took the lead to make this proposal"
And this time nBarkis was wiliing.n Thebour-
geois SLFP government was in crisisandcon-
ditions were maturing for massive working-
class action against the government at a time
when its ranks were depleting" Sirima Ban-
daranaike needed a coalition withthestrongest
working-class based party. The SLFP leader
readily agreed to form a coalition government
with the LSSP which was ready to betray the
working class and the toilers.

The revolutionary tendency categorically
opposed coalition and denounced it as betrayal.
However, even at this eleventh hour, the I.S.
failed to establish direct contactwiththe revo-
Iutionary tendency led by the CC opposition of
14 members to jointly fight the reformists in
this struggle. Instead, the I.S. sent a letter to
the Secretary, Leslie Gunawardena, the con-
tents of which were known to the minority and
the party only on the day of the National Con-
ference to decide on coalition.

Nor ,lid the arrival of Pierre Frank, the
U;Sec. representative, one day beforethe Con-
ference, give any added strength totherevolu-
tionary tendency that had through its own ef-
forts organised for the final confrontation. And
what is more, when the revolutionary tendency
informed Pierre Frank that the coalitionists

(contiru.ed next Page)
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were certain to win at conference and that the
only course of action that appeared to the mi-
nority as correct was the split from the coali-
tionists on this issue, the representativeofthe
I.S. had no views to offer. His only words were

-'that is for you to decidel' Thus, contraryto
the claims of the I"S., its representativewould
not even associate himself with the decisionof
the revolutionary tendency to break with N.M.
Perera, Colvin [R. de Silva] and Leslie [Guna-
wardena] when they took the road of open be-
trayal and when they struck a frontal blow at
the World Trotskyist movement. Of course,
Iater, the I.S. expelled the coalitionists from
the International and recognised the LSSP(R)
as its Ceylon section.

rssP (R)

The task before the LSSP(R) was todrawup
a full balance sheet of the whole of the LSSP
experience and on the basis of these lessons
to begin the building ofthe revolutionaryparty.

But, from the outset, the contradictions
within itself made it impossible forthe LSSP(R)
to undertake any systematic efforts at party
building. And the truth about the opposition that
split from the LSSP inJune1964wasthat there
were four groups.

Korolosinghom Group
A basic contradiction in the LSSP(R) arose

from the Karalasingham group.
Within the Ieft opposition in the LSSP prior

to the split Karalasingham gave promise of
playing an important role in the struggle against
revisionism and for the building of the revolu-
tionary party. Karalasingham intervened
sharply against the coalition line of the LSSP
leaders. In his pamphlet for the special con-
ference, which later he included in his bookon
nCoalition Politics,n Karalasingham effective-
Iy exposed the revisionism ofthe LSSP leaders
especially by reference to Marxist theory and
e)q)enence.

Significantly, however, from the outset
Karalasingham stood categorically opposed to
a split of the left oppositionists in the event of
the acceptance of coalition by the party at
special conference. Karalasingham did not
clarify his perspectives for remaining within
the LSSP in such a situation. And, onthe other
hand, he was vehemently opposedto any attempt
to even form a faction when this was mooted

about by some of those in left-opposition long
before the proposal of coalition was made by
the N.M. Perera group" And undoubtedly, the
failure to erganize a faction by the revolution-
ary tendency on a platform, which would have
brought out clearly the differences among the
oppositionists, was the most serious mistake
of those who sought to fight the revisionism of
the LSSP leaders"

Despite his orientation inthis regard, Kara-
Iasingha-m, though reluctantly, joined the left-
oppositionists who organisedthemselves as the
LSSP(R). Karalasingham did not reveal his
perspectives in regard to his decisi.on to be in
the LSSP(R).

But it was not long before Karalasingham's
motivation became manifest" In December 1964
the two party (LSSP-R) M.P.'s made atactical
mistake on the issue of the voting on the Throne
Speech of the Coalition government. 1' Voting
against the government on this issue was not
the mistake. The LSSP(R) CC had rightly taken
a decision to vote against the Throne Speech.
Their mistake was that they voted on the mo-
tion of the Independent (rightist) Member
Dahanayake. As a result, thepartywas exposed
to the attacks of the coalitionists, who alleged
that the LSSP(R) M.P.'s joined the UNP and
the rightists to defeat the government. That
was the gravamen of the charge that could
justifiably be leveled against them.

However, Karalasingham took the opportun-
ity to launch an attack,notonthetacti.cal ques-
tion but on the question of theprincipalposition
of the party, that is the opposition to coalition
politics. Without specifically stating so, Kara-
lasingham developed his attack on the inde-
pendent existence of the LSSP(R)" His first
move was to call for the defeat of the UNP in
the election that was due (March 1965). He
further proposed that the party caII for support
of Sirima Bandaranaike, SLFP leader, in her
constituency. The next step was the organisa-
tion of a pro-coalitionist faction-the nsakthi
groupn-which published a paper, which in
direct opposition to the party line called for
support publicly for aSLFP-LSSP government,
to replace the UNP government that was elected
in the March 1965 elections.

With the Healy group also supporting the
Karalasingham-led 'Sakthin group, it was no

16 The Throne Speech, given by the prime min-
ister, presents the government program atthe
begiruring of a parliamentary term. The vote
cast by a party on the Throne Speech is an
important indication of that party's attitude
toward the government.

t_
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easy task ior the revolutionary tendency to
fight successfully these revisionists, especial-
ly ln the context of the U.Sec.'s calling for
tolerance lor this group. Mandel disagreedwith
the Provisional Cornmittee of the LSSP(R) when
it expelleci trvcr of the Karalasingham coalition-
ists who rvere responsible for the nsakthi'r

Iraper aud were uot readytoadmitthatthey had
violatect party discipline.

That Karalasinghamrs perspective when he
participatecl in the organisation of the LSSP(R)
was noue other thau the betrayat of the left-
op1-.ositionists to the LSSP coalitionists re-
ceivecl cor.rfiruration in his virtual confessions
iu the iiitr,rcluction to his book nSenile Left-
ism-A lepll' to Eclmund Samarakkodyrn which
he ploclucecl as a passport to enterhis nparen-
taln paltv, the reforr:rist LSSP. In a denuncia-
tion .-rf tire it:aclels of the LSSP(R) for their
decisitrr t.c; slrli.t from the reformists, Karala-
sir.rgirlnl (iolrt€,lr(led that nwithout reference to
the prr-,ccss thlt was in motion within the LSSP,
without legirrcl to the consciousness andthink-
ing of the aclvanced elements in the mass move-
urent behir',ct the LSSP and ignoring the deep
clivisit-,.rs in their own ranksbetweenthe United
SecretlLlirr.t encl the Healy caucus, they arbi-
tra:.'i11' lrrirciaipred themselves a nev/ party.n
Tlrr-is Kr lalasiugham's motivation forbeing one
of t.ht: nli.,:l-wives of the nnew partyrn was to
straurllr ii lLt its birthj

iVlrrle K:r,ralasingham sought to say that the
split ilr 1964 w:rs too premature andthathe had
a perspecti','e of fighting the coalitionistsfrom
within, his real orientation was revealedinthe
very next paragraph: iThe political tendency
to which the writer belongs has decided to re-
join the parent organisation.n So it was a case

Phi lip Gunqwqrdeno, S.A.
(CP) onA N.M. Pererq in

of the prodigal son returning to the parental
home not to continue his feud with the parents
but to ask their forgiveness for his own past
sins and to remain a loyal member of the
parental home!

Nor did Karalasinghamfail to give the nmis-
guidedn or trsenile leftistsn of the LSSP(R) the
benefit of his superior understanding of
Leninism-Trotskyism: nEqually importantpo-
litical considerations have made this neces-
sary.' He then quotes from the Sahthi which
he claimed as his factional paper. . .

nBut between the regime of imperialism andthe
compradore bourgeoisie which exists today and
the definite regime of the dictatorship of the
working-class, it is likely thattherewouldbe a

sequence of intermediate regimes initially re-
flecting the very baclcwardness, and subse-
quently in corsequence of the growingpolitical
mafurity of the masses, representative of the
more advanced elements. Whatever be the man-
ner of the down fall of the UNP government,
so long as it is the result of ttte new mass up-
rising, it can be statedthat its successorwould
be the government of theSLFP-LSSPcoalition.
The untimely defeat of the coalition, and that
too at the hands of the class enemy of the
working-class, has placed a coalition govern-
ment of this type on ttre order of the day.
nBut genuine revolutionaries, far from being
dismayed by such a development-viz: that a
SLFP-LSSP coalition should replace the UNP's
national government, would do everything to
facilitate its formation.. . .n

iThereforern concluded Karalasingham, nthe

place of all serious revolutionaries today is in
the LSSP, so that in participating fully in the
task ahead they could intervene energetically,
when the inevitable class differentiation of the
mass movement takes place.'

Karalasingham thus unmaskedhimself . This
is nothing else than the Stalinist ntwo-stage
theoryr with the projection of the transitional
regimes of coalition withthe so-called national
or liberal bourgeoisie. With the tradition of
LSSP opposition to this so-called theory ofthe
Stalinists, the N.M"'s [Perera] and the Leslies
[Gunawardena] and now Karalasingharn could
not give this designation to their ntheoryn and
acknou,ledge Joseph Stalin as their nMarxistn
mentor. But in any event now, the hollowness
of Karalasingham's claims to Marxist theory,
his audacity in invoking the authority of Lenin
and Trotsky in his attempt to mask his ref orm-
ism and his unbreakable Iinks with coalition
politics and revisionism, stood exposed.

But even this complete unmasking of him-
self by Karalasingham did not prevent the
Mandels and Franks from inviting him to par-

(continued next Page)
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ticipate in the 9th World Congress in 1968,
several months after he had been re-admitted
to the reformist LSSP:

Tompoe Group

The CMUI? leader Tampoe showed no in-
terest in the buildingof arevolutionary leader-
ship. His main preoccupation was the building
of hims elf as a trade -union le ader whilst talking
irevolution.tr What Tampoe wanted was to use
the LSSP(R) to give himself a coloration as a
revolutionary trade-union leader. And in his
trade union he was the boss who maintained
excellent relations with the employers, mainly
the imperialist agency houses, while staging
trtoken strikes' with the usual demonstrations
and public meetings, at which Tampoe was in-
variably the only speaker.

Trotslcyists in Ceylon could not hopetotalce
even the first steps in the task of building the
revolutionary leadership without, among other
matters, effecting asharpbreakwiththe trade-
union reformist politics which was a heritage
from the LSSP. In factTampoe'sbrealcwiththe
LSSP was to free himself for closer relations
with the employers and with allbourgeoisgov-
ernments includingthe UNP for concessions for
workers in ttte CMU.

And it was Tampoe's rightist trade-union
politics that led him to oppose, in the Provision-
al Committee of the L,SSP(R), the proposal to
develop the struggle against the UNP govern-
ment on the concrete issues of the declaration
of state of emergency (1966) and the police
shooting, the victimization of workers for the
strike (communal) led by the coalitionists, the
cut in the rice ration in the latter part of the
year followed by the devaluation of the mpee at
the dictates of the IMF.

Tampoe even supported the declaration of
the state of emergency (January 1966) in a
letter he sent to Prime Minister Drdley Senana-
yake. Tampoe opposed Joint (united-front) ac-
tion with other trade unions against the UNP

government on the issue of the victimization
of the workers after the January 8 (1966)
strike.

However, the Tampoe group maintained
friendly relations with both the Karlo [Karala-
singham] coalitionist group and with the Healy -
ites" Healy's special envoy, Mike Banda, paid
several visits to Ceylon in his attempt to win
over Tampoe to Healy. The SLL press gave
Tampoe headline publicity for his two-hour
token strikes which he called out on chosen
occasions.

The break away of Karlo coalitionists
from the LSSP(R) found the revolutionary
tendency (Meryl [Fernando], D.S. Mallawar-
atchi, [Tu1siri] Andrade, Edmund [Samarak-
kody]) opposed by the Tampoe-Healyite alli-
ance. Their common objective was to oust the
revolutionary tendency from its position of
leadership within the LSSP(R). And with regard
to the Healyites, disruption of the ISSP(R) and
not the building of a revolutionary party, was
ttteir chief preoccupation.

Despite the efforts of the unprincipled
Tampoe-Healyite combination to disrupt the
LSSP(R) there was a real possibility for the
revolutionary tendency to win against these
opportunists and rightists, but for the part
played by Mandel and the leaders of the United
Secretariat.

As previously, Mandel followedhis policy of
conciliationism, at first with the Karlo coali-
tionists, and thereafter with the rightisttrade-
union leader Tampoe whose 301000 strong CMU
and token strikes and demonstrations could
provide occasional headline news of nTrotslsy-
ist militant stnrggles inCeylonn inthe journals
of the United Secretariat.

It was thus thatMandel andthe leaders of the
United Secretariat closedtheir eyes tothepoli-
tics of the split in 1968 of the RSP (now RWP) ta

from the Tampoe-led LSSP(R) and adopted the
Tampoe group as täe Ceylon section of the
United Secretariat, despite the factthata com-
mission appointed at the open sessions of the
9th World Congress unanimously condemned
the politics of Tampoe.le Here are some rele-
vant extracts of this report:

"The Commission felt that eome of theactions

l?The Ceylon Mercantile Union (CMU) is a
medium-sized union of government employees,
white collar workers and miscellaneous other
office employees. Led by Bala Tampoe of the
LSSP(R), it was one of the few important
unions standing outside the federations led by
tlte by-now thoroughly reformist LSSP and pro-
Moscow and pro-Peking Stalinists.

18 The Revolutionary SamasamaJa ParR (RSP),
which at a convention in late 1972 changed its
name to the Revolutionary Workers Partv
(RwP).

le For further information on the attempted
cover-up of the Tampoe scandal by t}te U.Sec.
see nThe Case of Bala Tampoe" in Spartacist
No. 21, Fall l9?2.

L
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and policies of Com. Bala [Tampoe] and the
I.SSP(R) brought to our notice by Com. Edmund,
ahd not denied by Com. Bala, could have ser-
iously damaged tlte reputation of Com. Bala as
a revolutionary leader, compromised the
Fourth International in Ceylon and have been
exploited by all the enemies of our
movement....
"The evidence placed before the Commission
tends to support the conclusion that the poli-
cies tollowed by Com. BaIa, especially in his
dual role as CMU Secretary and as LSSP(R)
Secretary were gravely compromising to the
4th International. The Commission was notina
position to get a clear enough picture of the
policles of Com. Bala in tJle concrete circum-
stances of Ceylon and the LSSP(R) to propose
that thls Eection be disaffiliated by the World
Congress. But ve strongly feel theneedforthe
further investigation of t}tis matter.n

Despite this devastating condemnation of
Tampoe and his politics unanimously by its own
Commission, the 9th World Congress, which
was manipulated throughout by the bureaucratic
leaders-the Mandels, Franks and the Livios-
accepted Tampoe's group asthe CeylonSection
and decided to file the report of the Ceylon
Commissionl Incidentally, for alleged security
reasons, the leaders of the United Secretariat
decided to abruptly end the Conference allow-
ing only a half hour (l) to the discussion of the
Ceylon question.

It was clearly not possible for the Mandels,
Pierre Franks, the Livios and the Hansens to
reconcile their acceptance of the Tampoe group
as their Ceylon section with their claim to be
Leninists-Trotskyists. And that is why they
used one nVitarnen as their toolto ndispose ofn
the question by merely denying that there was
any Commission at all on the Ceylon question
at ttre 9th Congress. Forrif tlerewas no Com-
mission there could not be a report to talk
aboutl But it is relevant in this regard to ask
why the leadership of the U.Sec. (Mandel,
Pierre Frank, Livio and Hansen) allowed a per- .

son who was not a memberof the Fourth Inter-
national, a mere observer andanoutsiderrwho

had been invited among several suchpersons to
this Congress, to report on the truth of what
took place at the 9th Wortd Congress inregard
to the Ceylon question and the Tampoe group.
We are certain that this question will remain
unanswered by the leaders of the United
Secretariat.

Tompoe Group Since 1969
The orientation of the United Sec-

retariat as manifested in t h e documents
and decisions of the gth Congress, and
Tampoe's real aims left no future for the
Tampoe group to develop as a viable political
formation whether linked to the right-
opportunist wing led by the Hansens and No-
vacks or the ultra-left opportunist wing led by
the Livios, Mandels and Franks of ttre U.Sec.

The question has been and remains-nwho is
using whom?n Is it the case that the Mandel
wing of the U.Sec. is using Tampoe to further
their aims-i.e. to have a large trade union
in Ceylon, through whose boss Tampoe, to get
the United Secretariat an appearance of a strong
base, 'though in reality without substance; oris
it that Tampoe is using the Mandels, Franks
and Livios to further his own interests as a
trade -union boss -type leader?

The reality is that thereis nopoliticalparty
or even a group that functions independently as
the LSSP(R). The LSSP(R) has no political
activity to its credit ever since the RSP sp^lit
in 196d. It has long ago ceased to publish ev'en
an occasional newspaper.

With the rise of the JVP20 youth movement
Tampoe, apparently with the approval of the
M andels, sought to opportunistically as sociate
with Rohana Wijeweera2t and other Ieaders
who were visibly growing inpopularity. In order
to win a place for himself at a time when this
movement did not give any indications of pre-
paring any conf rontation with the coalition gov-
ernment, Tampoe rushed to befriend them in
the courts during the first daysofpoliceaction

(contiru,ed next page)

zoThe Jairatha Vilsnuthi Peramuna (WP-Peo-
ples Llberation Front), a Guevarist organiza-
tlon of student and peasant youth, led a large-
scale youth revolt in tlte Sinhalese rural
areas ln tlte spring of 19?1 which was directed
against the coalition government of the SLFP,
LSSP and CP (Moscow). In a remarkable
demonstration of counterrevolutionary soli-
darity, the government was aided by the U.S.,
Britain, the USSR, India, Pakistan and Egypt,
while China gave ite e:<plicit political endorse-
ment of the bloody repression ol tlte uprisingl

2l Wileweera is a former member of the pro-

Moscow CP who had begrn organizing the
WP in 1966, buildtng a large following among
university students and unemployed graduates.
His own politics were essentially'insurrec-
tionary Stalinism" of the Guevarist type. As
Comrade Samarakkody noted in nPolitics of De-
ceit,n n. . .the JVP had completely discounted
the plantation workers (largely of IndianTamil
origin) and that it did not have any position on
the burning question of the Tamil minority-
their languagb and other rights. . " .Sinhalese
chauvinism was clearly evident in their
politics. n
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against them. Tampoe even went so far as to
give a certificate to Wijeweera that he was no
communalist and that he was a true Marxist,
when he knew well that ex-Stalinist Rohana
Wijeweera was consciously seeking to win over
the Sinhalese petty bourgeois throughhis talk of
the need to fight so-called Indian expansionism.

However, when the police were hot on the
trails of the JVP, Tampoe judiciously moved
away from the JVP and took a vow of silence
during the period" And when the mttrderous
campaign of the government against the youth
'was on, during which thousands were killed by
shooting or torture, Tampoe hadlosthisvoice.
While within the first week of this campaign
against the youth the RSP (now RWP) un-
equivocally condemned the actions of the gov-
ernment, demanded the end to killings and
torture, and also invited the trade unions in-
cluding the CMU to communicatetheirviewsin
tNs regard, Tampoe continued to remain
silent.

However, when it appeared quite safe,
Tampoe very late in the day appealed to
the Prime Minister that nit would be an
act of inhumanity for you to order a con-
certed military offensive by the armed
services against the insurgentsr" etc.

And, as it happens in periods of crisis, it
was not easy for Tampoe to indulge even in
tilting at wind-mills especially under emer-
gency conditions" It was thus that Tampoe did
not move a finger during the 100-day strike
of the bank clerks, led by the Bank Employees
Union, whose leader was Oscar Perera, a
member of the LSSP(R). Tampoe failed totake
the initiative to get trade-union action in sup-
port of this strike" He only reluctantlypartici-
pated in a joint trade-union meeting organised
on the initiative of the RSP (now RwP) leader
Tulsiri Andrade of the Central Bank Union.
He thereafter washed his hands of this strike
and silently watched this strike being smashed
by the coalition government supported espe-
cially by the LSSP|

Heoly Group
Having kept aloof from the politics of the

LSSP from the time of the 1953 split of the
International, the Ieader of the so-called In-
ternational Committee arrd of the SLL, Gerry
Healy, parachutedhimself into the Ceylon scene
in June 1964" Having arrived in thesameplane
with Pierre Frank a day before the LSSP con-

ference, Healy, who had a few followers in
the LSSP opposition, sought to gate-crash into
the conference hall of the LSSP. Of course, he
was not permitted to enter.

What Healy's politics were inrelationtothe
issues at the conference was unknown. Nordid
he seek to place his views before the LSSP
membership through documentation prior to the
conference. Instead, what he sought to do was
to take the left opposition into the fold of the
International Committee by disruption.

It was this same line of disruption that his
followers-Prins Rajasooriya (now with Tam-
poe), Sydney Wanasinghe (now with the LSSP co-
alitionists), Wilfred Perera and R.S. Baghavan
pursued. It was thus that the Healy group gave
full co-operation to the Karlo coalitionists to
fight the revolutionary tendency. In fact, a
section of the Healy group actively participated
in the organisation of the Karlo faction, nthe

Sakthi grouprn which in their factional paper
publicly called for the support of a coalition
government.

Nor were the Healyites strangebed-fellows
with the Karlo coalitionists. While denouncing
the Mandels and the Franks for the betrayal
of the LSSP leaders, and whilealsodenouncing
the [Edmund] Samarakkody-Meryl Fernando
group for advocating united-front action to in-
clude the coalition trade unions against the
victimisation by the UNP government, the local
Healyite ntheoretician' Wilfred Perera was in
fact pursuing coalition politics.

Here is a sample of Wilf red Perera's theory
which he put out in 1967 during the UNP
regime.

nWe should propose to the rank and file of the
left parties [referring to LSSP and CP] and of
tlte trade-unions under their controt tb Urtng
pressure on the Left party leaders to demand-nl. a revision of the Joint Program[coali-
tion program] so as to include working-class
demands and socialist measures [!], and that
the demands should be formulated by a united
front of the trade-unions. And we should make
our own proposal regarding täe demands;

'2. a more equitable apportionment of tlte
parliamentary seats for the next election, say
on a 50-50 basis as between the SLFP and the
left parties.
"The first demand will show how far Mrg.
Bandaranaike is prepared to go towards social-
ism, and at the same time expose the impotence
of the left fakers to push her leftc,ards. The
second will show how sincere Mrs. Bandaran-
aike is when she says she needs the co-
operation of the working-class to defeat tlte
UNP-led coalition."

Aduocating coalition politic s canW not be more
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explicit than this!
In this ntheoryn WilfredPereraleftthe road

open to a link up with Tampoe whose syndical-
ism he correctly denounced in an earlier part
of the same document.

It was the contention of theHealy'theoreti-
ciann that they supported the resolution of the
Tampoe group (1967 Conference) as against the
Samarakkody group in orderto nsaven theparty
from the pro-coalition line of the latteri That
was Wilfred Perera's justificationfor support-
ing the syndicalism of Tampoe, which he ex-
plained as the meaning of his (Tampoe's) Iine
of nunification of the working-class under its
own independent class bannern: nWeseeherern

wrote Wilfred Perera, rthe illusions fostered
by a blind faith in trade-union militancy with-
out political perspectives and, a lackofunder-
standing of the political issues involved.n

But here is a sample of Wilfred Pererars
own syndicalism cum coalition politics in this
same document:

nThe left fakers say they can achieve social-
ism by parliamentary means. Let them prove it
by breaking their ties with the SLFP which are
hindering them and make a bid for govern-
mental power on their own'and on a working-
class program which the trade-unions wiII
jointly formulate. In place of thecoalitionpro-
gram we will propose a trade-union joint
programn [l].

Heoly Group Since the Split
Having helped the Tampoe rightists to defeat

the revolutionary tendency at the 1968 (April)
Conference, which Ied to the split away of the
Iatter tendency and the formation of the RSP
(now RWP), the Healy grbup found its task in
the LSSP(R) was over" Without any explanation
for their conduct the Healyites led by Wilfred
Perera broke away from Tampoe, whom they
had helped to install as leader of the LSSP(R).

Claiming that the mantle of Trotskyismhad
fallen on them, the Healyites announced their
separate organisation, the Revolutionary So-
cialist League.

From the outset however, the policies and
practice of this league were at variance andin
conflict with the program of Trotskyism. Whilst
their reputed leader Healy, of the so-called
International Committee, continues to rightty
castigate the Mandels and the Pierre Franks
for their responsibility for the LSSP debacle,
the RSL (the Ceylon Unit of this Healyite IC)
called for and supported the SLFP-LSSP-CP
coalition in the elections of May 19?0, the out-
come of which was thepresentSLFP-led coali-
tion government.

The Healyites were thus consistent with
their policy within the LSSP(R), when they com-
pacted with the Karalasingham-Ied coalition-
ists, who in their factional paper nSakthin

called for support of the SLFP-LSSP-CP coali-
tion. However, the FISL suddenly somersaulted.
About two months a-fter the coalition govern-
ment was formed (May 1970), when sections of
the masses that supported these parties were
expressing their disappointment at the policies
of the government, the Healy group announced
that they had made a mistake when they sup-
ported the coalition at the elections.

The new line of the Healyites, which they
claimed was in accordance with Leninism-
Trotskyism, is their caII to the LSSP and CP
to break away frorn the coalition and form a
government. Of course, they had with them
the history book of the Russian revolution.
Apparently, with confidence, they referred to
the Bolshevik experience in 191?, when in
the special conditions and in the context of a
revolutionary situatiori, Lenin called upon the
Mensheviks and Social Revolutionaries to break
with the bourgeoisie and take the power.

But in the hands of the Healyites it was a
complete misapplication of the Bolshevik tac-
tic. The concretisation of the slogan nworkers
and farmers governmentn through a govern-
ment of the LSSP and CP is a farcical concept
apart from the disorientation that such a slogan
must lead to. There is no revolutionary or
pre-revolutionary situation in Ceylon. It is
not possible today to attempt a concretisation
of the sloganworkers andpeasants government,
that is, to indicate which organisation of the
working class and toilers could constitute the
new power or government"

On the contrary, the consciousness of the
masses is at a stage when they are only ser-
iously dissatisfied and disappointed with the
coalition government. Of course sections of
these masses are moving into opposition
against the government without any perspec-
tives yet of any struggle against this govern-
ment. The working class, whose living stan-
dards are being systematically attacked bythe
coalition government, has not yet launchedany
large-scale trade-union action against the poli-
cies of this government. In fact, intheabsence
of a revolutionary party, with influence among
the working class, it is possible that the masses
including sections of the working class could
well move in a rightist direction.

What is imperative today is to help the
working class and toilers to understand that
the blows struck against their living standards

(continued next page)
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are the result of the treacherous politics of
coalition-i.e. of the LSSP and CP betrayers.
Those claiming to be Trotskyists cannot con-
ceive of helping to create furtherillusionsthat
the way forward is a labour government of the
LSSP-CP which must necessarilybe reformist
in character. But this is just what the Healyite
slogan does.

And, in regard to this slogan, it is necessary
once more to state what Trotsky himself cate-
gorically stated-'The slogan 'workers and
farmers governmentr is thus acceptable to us
only in the sense that it had in 1917 with the
Bolsheviks, i.e., as an anti-bourgeois and
anti-capitalist slogan, but in no case in that
rdemocratic' sense which later the epigones
gave it, transforming it from a bridge to so-
cialist revolution into the chief barrier upon
its path.'

Struggle for Trotskyism Todoy

Having participated in the left opposition
(1962) as consistent oppositionists tothe coali-
tion and reformist politics of the LSSPleaders
who betrayed the party, having continued the
struggle against the Karalasingham coalition-
ists in the LSSP(R), having successfully faced
the combined opposition of the Healyites and
Tampoe, who was supported by the Pabloist
United Secretariat, the revolutionary tdndency
that separated from these centrists, andwhich
re-grouped itself as the Revolutionary Sama-
samaja Party, is today reorganised as the
Revolutionary Workers Party.

During the first two years the revolutionary
tendency had the task of drawing up a proper
balance sheet of the experience of the LSSP
and the LSSP(R) and to cleanse itself of the
hangovers of Pabloism, which substituted em-
piricism and pragmatism for dialectical ma-
terialism and which abandoned the task of
building the revolutionary party to thepartici-
pation and nintegration' in the so-calledliving
movement of the masses, leadingthe Pabloites
to parliamentarism and syndicalism. The Rev-
olutionary Workers Party cannot butrejectthe
politics of bothwings of the UnitedSecretariat-
the ultra-Ieft opportuni.st mixture of Mandel,
Livio, Frank, as well as the opportunist group
of Hansen-Novack.

While seeking to participate with its co-
thinkers in the unpostponable task of re-
grouping of the Trotskyists in other countries
in the perspective of contributing to the re-

building of the revolutionary International, the
Revolutionary Workers party is bending its
energies to the construction of the Trotskyist
party in Ceylon on the firm foundations of the
Transitional Program of the Fourth Inter-
national and the relevant programmatic docu-
ments that remain the heritage of the Leninist-
Trotskyist movement.

Present Situotion
Objective conditions today are more favour-

able than ever before for the development of
mass struggle for the overthrow of capitalist
class rule in Ceylon and for the establishment
of socialism.

World capitalism has entered into a new
period of decline, reflected for alongtimenow
in economrc recessions in advanced capitalist
countries, Ieading to fierce inter-imperialist
rivalry, which has driven the capitalist class
in each country to impose severeburdens onthe
workers and the wage earners in these
countries.

For nearly a decade now the organised
working class in these advanced countries has
been engaged in wage struggles to defendtheir
living standards. The French working class
showed in their now famous struggle (1968)the
revolutionary potentialities of the proletariat in
these advanced capitalist countries.

An aspect of this new phase of decline of
capitalism on a world scale is that Ceylon and
other backward countries are more intensely
e:<ploited by imperialism in numerous ways.
The economies in these countries, ruled irr-
variably by the bonapartist 'nationaln bour-
geois regimes, face deepening crises, mani-
fested by unbalanced budgets and serious lack
of foreign exchange to pay for necessary im-
ports, leading to increased burdens on the
workers and toilers. The masses in these
countries, despite the betrayals of the Stalin-
ists, reformists and centrists, must sooner or
Iater move on to the road of struggle"

Three years of the SLFP-LSSP-CP coali-
tion government have brought unprecedented
suffering to the working class and all the toil-
ers. While extending the state sector without
any real encroachment on the private capi-
talists, while appearing to strike blows at the
capitalists and imperialists, the government
is desperately seeking to maintain the profit
levels of these very same capitalists and im-
perialists, at the dictates of the IMF.

In this perspective, this government adopted
a policy of severe restriction of consumer im-
ports and has even totally banned the imports
of a large number of essential food imports,
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which has led to serious inflation. Also, at the
dictates of the IMF, the government is imple-
menting a virtual wage freeze. And since the
April youth armed struggle, a state of emer-
gency continues and strikes are virtually
banned. The repressive apparatus of the State
has been strengthened in an unprecedented
manner.

The reality today, especially withthe newest
blows struck at the masses by further cuts in
rationed rice, flour and sugar, and also by
further increase of the price of these and
numerous other commodities, is that the gov-
ernment is facing increasingunpopularity. This
means, that from now on, sections of the mass-
es who supported and identified themselves with
the government will inevitably move away from
the coalition parties and the government. There
is now a real possibility of developing mass
opposition leading to mass action against the
measures of the government and the govern-
ment itself.

On the other hand, the rightist forces led
by the UNP are even now growing as a result
of the policies of the government, which have
in an unprecedented way impoverished the
masses and increased their misery.

Up to now the working class has been held
down from pressing their demands in the
perspective of trade-union action, principally
by the LSSP and CP-the partners incoalition,
on the pretext of the need for the workers to
sacrifice and produce more for rSocialism.'

While nsacrificen was the key note of the
LSSP propaganda, the CP (pro-Moscow) led
by the [S.A.] Wickremasinghe winghad adopted,
from the outset, more opportunistically, a
critical stance in relation to the policies of
the government which affected adversely the
living standards of the workers and toilers.

With the severity of the government's
measures against the masses, the CP(M) be-
came more 'criticaln and called upon the
government not to increase the burdens of the
masses, but instead, to strike at the imperial-
ists and to move on to more nationalisations.

The motivation of the CP(M), Wickrema-
singhe wing, was not to weaken the coalition
but to gather the coalition masses around it-
seU as the most iprogressiven and ndynamict

force in the coalition. However, unexpectedly
for the Wickremasinghe-led CP, despite its

expressions of continued loyalty, the coalition
partners, SLFP and LSSP, infurtherance of the
rightward course of their government, have
shown them the door. This wing of the CP(M)
has been expelled from the coalition
government.

In response to the pressures of the rank
and file of their trade unions, thebureaucratic
leaders of the LSSP and the Keneuman wing of
the CP(M) have sought to give themselves the
appearance of being in readiness to lead the
workers in struggle to defend their living stand-
ards. They have recentlypresentedthroughthe
coalition trade union centre (JCTU) twenty-
eight (28) demancls to the employers and their
own government.

The fraudulent nature of the moves of the
LSSP trade-union leaders as wellasbothwings
of the Stalinists (CP [Moscow]) already stands
exposed by their defense of the coalition gov-
ernment in regard to the latest measures (Oc-
tober 1st cuts in rationed rice, flourandsugar
with increase of prices). Far from seeking to
mobilise the workers for struggle, they are
vying with each other in calling uponthework-
ers for further sacrifices in a so-called na-
tional food crisis.

In the plantation sector the two largest trade
unions are the CWC (C eylon Workers
Congress-led by Thondaman) and CDC (Ceylon
Democratic Congress-led by Aziz, allied to co-
alition). As an extreme right wing trade-union
leader, who has affiliation with the U.S.-
oriented ICFTU, zz Thondaman has beenthreat-
ening to launch trade-union action to win the
monthly wage demand for the plantation work-
ers. However, Thondaman and some lesser un-
ion leaders allied to him have already aban-
doned all talk of strike action at the appeal of
the Minister of Labour.

With regard to Tampoe, his usual fake fight-
ing has been displayednowquite for some time.
With the assistance of his centrist friends of
the United Secretariat Tampoe obtained pub-
licity in their journals for a trOne-Day Hunger
Striken of workers in protest at the actions
and policies of the government. In fact, during
all this time, workers in a number of work
places belonging to other non-coalition unions
came out on strike despite the possibilities of
government action against them. It was thus a

(contirwed next Page)

22 The International Confederation of Free Trade
Unions (ICFTU), formed in December 1949
under the sponsorship of U.S. American Fed-
eration of Labor leaders, was a ClA-backed
international center for anti-communist un-
ions. The CIO immediately entered it, accept-

ing CIA funds in the process. Many of the
ICFTU unions had earlier been part of the
Stalinist-dominated World Federationof Trade
Unions and their split was one of the first
steps of the nCold Warn launched by U.S.
imperialism.
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false picture which Tampoe sought to paint, that
where no one dared to call strikes under emer-
gency conditions, he at least called a nHunger

Striker of workers against the government! In
fact, the journals of the United Secretariathad
referred,to a tHunger Strikei of one million
workersl But this so-called one-day hunger
strike was farcical.

The response from vested interests was
especially interesting" In its editorial com-
ments of. the Ceylon Daily N ews which congratu-
Iated Tampoe on this one-day non-violent
nHunger Strikern called upon him to continue
longer this strike as Finance Minister N.M.
Perera himself would readily approve in view
of the worsening food situation in the countryl

And Tampoers reaction to the talli of pre-
senting 'twenty-eight demands' of the coali-
tion unions was to call his usual nshort leavetr
strike (2-hour strike) for a mass ratly of the
CMU at which he was the only speaker, and at
which he called upon Ceylon's workingclassto
abandon the coalition and other trade-union
Ieaders and adopt the banner of the CMU:

Tampoe's political line in the present con-
text is the same treacherous line of trLeft
Unitytr that the LSSP and CP peddled before
they finally adopted coalition with the SLFP.
Tampoe has issued a call to trRe-Buildthe Left
Movementn when what is imperative is to con-
sistently and uncompromisingly expose the
"Leftismtr of the LSSP, of both wings of the
CP(M), of the groups of the CP(Peking) andall
other nleftn fakers. It is thetaskofthe revolu-
tionary vangua rd to expose the fraudulent poli-
tics of Tampoe which he continues in the name
of Trotskyism.

The revolutionary vanguard has the task of
exposing both the fraud of the CP(M) wickrema-
singhe wing which continues topeddle coalition
class-collaborationist politics and also the
rightist course which the SLFP and LSSP are
pursuing to please the vested interests, local
and foreign.

It is necessary more especially to warnthe
working class that the coalition government is
now moving, not to woo the working class, but
to suppress and destroy thetrade-unionmove-
ment and all the organisations of the working
class, which could well pave thewayfora fully
fledged military police regime.

It is clear that in the present state of the
trade-union leadership, both of the pro-
government coalition unions and of the so-
called independent unions, the task of mobili-

sing the workers forunited struggle againstthe
government and the capitalist class is far from
easy. Nevertheless, this remains the burning
question for the working class today. This
means it is the task of the revolutionary van-
guard to begin now the struggle against the
latest measures of the government and for
other pressing demands of the workers and
toilers including demands of a transitional
character, in the teeth of the opposition of the
bureaucratic trade-union leaders - of the coali-
tion as well as of the so-called independent
unions, including the Tampoe-led CMU.

In fact, in recent times anti-bureaucratic
tendencies have appeared in manytradeunions
both pro-government and in others. In certain
unions the anti-bureaucratic oppositions have
succeeded in ousting the conservative and bu-
reaucratic leaderships in sueh unions. This
process could well grow.

The revolutionary vanguard, while taking
active steps to root itself within the working
class will fight for a program of demands
which will include trade-union demands and
also demands of a transitional character, €.9.,
nationalisation without compensation of the
whole of the plantations, of manulacturing in-
dustries, workers control in all nationalised
undertakings. It will also inelude demands for
the withdrawal of the state of emergency and
for the release of all political prisoners. In
this regard the tradition of reformists and cen-
trists has been to merely list transitional de-
mands without seeking to develop any struggle
around these demands.

It is in this perspective that the Revolution-
ary Workers Party is seeking today to inter-
vene in the Ceylon situation. And it is not the
futile and divisive policy of building new trade
unions that is needed, but a policy of giving
revolutionary perspective and bringing revolu-
tionary politics to the advanced elements inthe
existing trade unions, by the building of political
caucuses in them; that is the task.

This intervention by the Revolutionary
Workers Party is necessarily limited by its
present forces and resources. But it is to the
extent that the Revolutionary Workers Party
succeeds in intervening in the living working
class and mass movement in a revolutionary
perspective, and to the extent that it succeeds
in carrying on an uncompromising and con-
sistent struggle against Stalinism, Maoism and
all forms of reformism and revisionism,
whether of the United Secretariat variety or of
the Healy variety, that it will beableto engage
with success in the struggle for Trotskyism,
for the building of the revolutionary leadership,
i.e. the revolutionary party, in Ceylon. r

Y
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USec
Covers Up
Tampoe
Scandal

In the 19 March 19?3 issue ot IntercontinentalPress
(Vol. 11, No. 10) there appeared an article entitted
nCeylon and the Healy School of Falsi.fication" by
Jaya Vithana. It purports to be a defense against
alleged slanders against Bala Tampoe (head of the
Ceylon section of the nUnited Secretariatofthe Fourth
Internationaln) emanating from the Healyite press,
i.e., a series of articles in the Socialist Labour
League's Workers Press partially reprinted in the
Bulletin of the U.S. Workers League. The Vithana
article is a typical piece of revisionist obscurantism
in which is concealed one giant lie: a denial of the
Iegitimacy of documents of the United Secretariat
itself which were reprinted originally, in Spartacist
No.21. As usual, the unprincipled organizatioualcon-
duct of the Healyites provided ttte U.Sec Pabloists a

eonvenient way to get themselves off the hook-almost.

Tompoe Unmosked by Sportocist
A bit of history is in order. Last year the Sparta-

cist Läague drew the attention of the international
working-class movement to the United Secretariat's
shameless cover-up of a series of accusationsbrought
against Bala Tampoe by its own supporters at the
U.Sec.'s rNinth World Congressn held in April 1969.
In Spartocisf No. 21 we published a majority report
(nCeylon Commission Reportn) and a minority report
(nlndian Delegate's Reportn) from the Ceylon Com-
mission of the nWorld Congressn as well as extracts
from the official nWorld Congressn minutes which
verified the fact of the Ceylon Commission while
totally suppressing its content. These documents were
made available to us by Edmund Samarakkody, a
veteran Ceylonese socialist militant now associated
with the RWP of Ceylon, at whose insistence the Cey-
lon Commission was convened. Comrade Samarald<ody
was at that timeamemberof theoutgoing International
Executive Committee of t}te U.Sec. We also published
C omrade Sama rakkody's letter to us authenticating the
documents and explaining the events surrounding the
Ceylon Commission at the nWorld Congress."

It is not surprising that the publication of these
documents initiated a world-wide furor. The two re-
ports came to somewhat different conclusions, but
only over the question of what to do about Tampoe in
the face of specific allegations whose reliability the
Commission did not at any point call into question:
Tampoers acceptance of a trip to the U.S. in 196?
financed by the Asia Foundation; Tampoers private

interview in Washington with McNamara; Tampoe's
attendance at small social gatherings of imperialist
diplomats; Tampoe's conduct as head of the Ceylon
Mercantile Union.

The nWorld Congressn agreed on a series of rec-
ommendations which reaffirmed Tampoe's ISSP(R) as
ttte Ceylon section but also called for the constituting
of an investigative body as well as forthe termination
of Tampoe's dual function as headof boththe CMU and
the LSSP(R). (We have no informationas towhether the
former was ever carried out, but the latter certainly
was not.) In our view, howeverrwhatmadetlte Tampoe
scandal important was not merely the unmasking of a
politically corrupt individual posing as a Trotslcyist,
but the full complicity of the U.Sec., which published
only the evasive recommendations of the Commission
while suppressing the uncontested facts, as contained
in the reports upon which the recommendations were
based.

Heolyites Muddy the Woters

Almost immediately upon publicationof these docu-
ments in Sportacisf, the political bandits of the Healy
tendency rushed forward to try',c claim the Tampoe
scandal as their own nscoop.t The CeylonCommission
reports and the extracts from the nWorld Congressn
minutes filled the pages of Workers Press, alongwith
sundry additional charges against Tampoe. The re.
sponse of ttre U.Sec. and its American ally, tlte
Socialist Workers Party, was predictable. Makingfull
use of the Healyites' world-wide and well-deserved
reputation for irresponsible slander and physical
gangsterism, these revisionist cynics-well aware of
the authenticity of the documents as wellas of the fact
that they had been first revealed in Spartacist, a
publication well known for its scrupulous honesty and
accuracy-sought to pass off their own nWorld Con-
gressn reports as just another Healyite slander (see
rHealyites Smear Bala Tampoert Intercontinental

(contirued next poge)
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... Tampoe Scandal
Press, 20 November 1972). Faced with such a chal-
lenge, the Healyites were compelled to acknowledge
tlte source of the material, trumpeting about Samarak-
kodyrs credentials and even once or twice mentioning
Spartacist. But Healy had already played intothe hands
of the U.Sec., allowing the real evidence against
Tampoe to be dismissed as coming from a tarnished
source rather than from suppressed documents of
Tampoers collaborators, the U.Sec. itself.

Having once been given a handle, tlte Pabloists are
understandably unwilling to let go. Their finalsmoke-
screen, the Vithana article-which is apparently in-
tended as the definitive response-devoted eightpages
in Intercontinqntal Press to an all-out barrage.
Vithana replied at length to various charges against
tlte Ceylonese Pabloists emanating from the Healyites
themselves (we must note in passing tJtat tlere is no
responsre at all to our accusations against Tampoe's
conduct following the "World Congressn which were
published it Spartacist, based on materials of the
Ceylonese RWP, as partof an introductiontothe U.Sec.
documents) and he exposes, quite possiblyaccurately,
the unprincipled conduct of ttte Ceylon Healyites. But
concealed beneath allthis is the essence of the U.Sec.'s
responsie to tie publication of tJte Ceylon Commission
documents-a flat denial of tieir autlenticity.

Vithana attempts to disprove too much.
Aware that ttte copies of the original Ceylon Com-

mission reports were collected back from the partici-
pants, and thus that the only written proof tltey ever
existed is the copies made by Comrade Samarakkody
for his ourn use, Vithana begins byslanderingComrade
Samarakkody and declaring t}tese reports a fabrication:

"What is the 'evidence' against comrades Bala and
otiers? It goes as follows: (i) Reports alleged to have
been made by a 'commission' of tlre United Secretar-
iat of the Fourth International. . . . The first of tlese
lies tlte Healyites borrowed from the Spartaciste of
the USA, who recently published a series of allega-
tions against Comrade Bala Tampoe. They weremade
by Mr. Edmund Samarakkody. . ..n

We must point out here Vithana's sleight-of-hand
in attributing the nallegationsn against Tampoeonlyto
Samarakkody, whereas in fact his central accusations
were verified and repeated inthe reports ofthe Ceylon 1
Commission published inspartacisf. Thus, in his im- I
passioned denials of various "allegationsn against
Tampoe, Vithana wru(es indignant about nslanders' by
Comrade Samarakkody and the Spartacist League, but
neglects to pention tttat these "slandersn were
in fact the findings of the U.Sec.'s own Commissi.on'.
It was the Ceylon Commission Report, reprinted in
SPartacist, which said:

'The Commission felt that some of the actions and
policies of Comrade Bala and the LSSP(R) brought to
our attention by Comrade Edmund and, rlot dmied by
Comrde BcLo could have seriously damaged the repu-And the attempted bluff falls flat on its face. For
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tation of Comrade Bala as a revolutionary leader....
In this context, we refer especially to the following
examples:-(a) A series of incidents which together
constitute compromisingly close relatiors between
Comrade Bala and the Ceylonese embassie's or mis-
sions of the imperialist countries. . . ." (our emphasis)

It was tlte Indian Delegate's Reportwhichsaid:
"Although Comrade Bala maintains that he had kept
the United Secretariat and SWP informed about his
trip, some of his activities in Washington like his in-
terview witi McNamara have notbeenfully explained."

It was the Ceylon Commission Report which, referring
to nthe subordination of the policies of the LSSP(R) to
the union [Tampoe's CMU],' stated categoricallythat:

'. .. in none of these instances is there any evidence
that the party took what the Commission considered
a policy consistent with revolutionary Marxism,n

Let Vithana and his U.Sec. colleagues try to squirm
out of that with protestations about Spartacist League
"slanders n !

Giont Blulf Foils
Short of taking decisive and immediate action to

oust Tampoe as a renegade and an individual demon-
stratedly unfit to be a leader of even the revisionist
U.Sec.-a course the U.Sec. rejected when it sup-
pressed tJte content of the reports themselves-the only
alternative remaining for these fake-Trotskyists was
to invoke the deservedly foul reputation of the Healy-
ites, sling mud wildly at Samarakkody and ttreSparta-
cist League and deny everything. This rras thethank-
less task which fell toVithana. Accordingly, he writes:

'l ras there such a report as Healy and his friends
clalm? In fact Mr. Samarakkody claims that tiere
are two such reports, a minority and a majority re-
port. Iz fact the USFI appointed, no such commission.
Nor ls there such a reportor reports.n (our emphasis)

Vithana has overreached himself. Had he eonfined
himself to tlte one enormous lie that there were not
reports, the issue might have to be judged-as many
issues must be judged in real political life-solely on
tlre basis of political logic and the reputation and
record of the contending parties. Were this the case,

we rrrould have to point out again such corroborating
evidence as the fact that the operational conclusions of
the majority report as published in Spartacist are
identical to the five recommendations of the Ceylon
Commission as published in the nrvvorld Congressn
official minutes. We would have to ask whether it is
likely that the nWorld Congressn would have recom-
mended that Tampoe terminate either his role as head
of the Ceylon Mercantile Union or his leadership of the
LSSP(R) unless some gross political irregularities at
least on this point had been demonstrated to the
satisfaction of all Commission participants. Wewould
have to point to the whole pattern of conduct of the
U.Sec. and its predecessor body in Ceylon. And we
would still be entirely justified in demandingthatpro-
fessed Trotskyists take a stand on the basis of tfie
available evidence and denounce any who would hide
their political complicity behind know-nothingism and
the cynical bourgeois aphorism that nthe truth is
ahÄrays somewhere in between."

But, caught up intie technique of the big lie, Vithana
has gone one step further, thereby reducing his cred-
ibility below zero: he has denied tlnt theCeylonCorn-
mission euer tooh placel But in his eagerness to bury
the Tampoe scandal once and for all, Vithana has run
smack up against the nWorld Congressn minutes them-
selves, which reported the constitution of a Ceylon
Commission, noted a verbal report from the Com-
mission and a discussion and reprinted a five-part
motion! (The relevant extracts from the minutes were
reprinted in Spartacisf No. 21). In factf these minutes
are available to any SWP member possessing a back
file of SWP internal bulletins, (see SWP Internotional
Information Bulletin No. 9, July 1969) and presum-
ably to members.of other organizations associated
with or affiliated to the U.Sec. Thus, like Tampoe-
exposed by the reports of his own nWorld Congressn

-Vithana stands condemned as a liar by the official
minutes of his own organization!

We can only echo Vithana's sentiments that nHistory
has strange ways of unmasking slanderers and liars
in the working-class movementnl r
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o . . Letter to OCRFI
(contirwed from poge 32)

elaborated on this conception over the German crisis
of 1929-33 and also in his discussions withSWP lead-
ers in 1940 regarding an approach by the SWP to the
Communist Party U.S.A.

The united front is nothing more than a means, a
tactic, by which the revolutionary party, i.e. its pro-
gram and authority, can in times of crisis mobilize
and then win over masses (at that time supporters of
other parties) by means of concrete denrands for com-
mon action made to the reformist organizations. Any
other interpretation must base itself on a supposed
latent revolutionary vanguard capacity within the re-
formist or Stalinist parties themselves-a central
proposition of Pabloism.

The aim of the united front must be to embed the
revolutionary program in the masses. In the same way,
in the highest expression of the united front, the sovi-
ets, the condition for their conquest of power is the
ascendency of the revolutionary program" Any form
of fetishism toward the mere form of united fronts or
soviets (or for that matter towardtradeunionsor fac-
tory committees) means abdicating as revolutionists,
because at bottom it is the dissolution ofthe vanguard
party into the class through the substitution of such
forms (and other politicsl) for the role of the revolu-
tionary party. This is not Leninism but at best a var-.
iant of Luxemburgism. One of Lenin's greatest
achievements in counterposing the revolutionary van-
guard to the reformists was to transcendtheKautsky-
ian conception of ithe party of the whole class.n To
place emphasis upon some mass form at the expense
of the vanguard party would be to smuggle back in the
Kautskyian conception.

When erstwhile revolutionary forces are qualita-
tively weak in comparison to mass reformist or Stal-
inist parties it is, in ordinary circumstances, equally
illusory either to make direct nunited frontn appeals
to the large formations or to advocate combinations
among such large forces (when Trotsky called for the
united front between the SPD and KPDhebelieved that
the latter still had a revolutionary potential)"

Certainly the tactics appropriate to a full-fledged
revolutionary party cannot be mechanically assigned
to a grouping qualitatively lacking the capacity to strug-
gle to take the leadership of the class. However, the
dilferences in functioning are in the opposite direction
from those projected by the OCI. Tothe extent that the
revolutionary tendency must function as a propaganda
league, the more it must stress thepresentationof its
full program. As Trotsky noted, in the first instance
Bolshevism is built upon granite foundations, andma-
neuvers can only be carried out in aprincipled fashion
upon that foundation. The united front of the working
class, of course, is the maneuver on the grand scale.

(2) Boliuion POR: We do not believe thatthe POR's
participation in the emigre Revolutionary Anti-Impe-
rialist Front (FRA) fell from the skies. We agree with
the OCI and the OCRFI resolutionthatthe FRA-creat-
ed following the coup of the rightist general Banzer,
incorporating elements of the tnational bourgeoisiet
including General Torres-is a popular front and not
the continuation of the Popular Assembly, which may

have possessed the essential formal prerequisites to
be a proletarian soviet pole'in opposition to the earlier
regime of the leftist general Torres. It appears to us
that in the period of the Torres regime the best that
can be said of the POR is that it subordinated the de-
velopment of the vangrrard party to that of the Popular
Assembly, i.e. subordinatedthe revolutionary program
to an ill-defined and vacillating collection of left na-
tionalist and Stal.inist political prejudices. Given tie
default of revolutionists, the Popular Assembly neces-
sarily concretely possessed a core of Menshevist ac-
quiescence to the trnational bourgeoisie.n For further
elaboration, see llorhers Vangnrd No. 3. In our es-
timation the POR's earlier policy, which the OCRFI
resolution emphatically supports, is an embodiment
of the erroneous conception of a tstrategic united
frontn and demonstrates the resultingsubordinationof
the vanguard organization to the mass organization,
in this case to the Popular Assembly. I

Prolonged periods of repressionthere have severe-
Iy limited our knowledge of or contact with the Bolivian
POR, but it appears tousonthebasis of available evi-
dence that the organization has played a characteris-
tically centrist role at least as far back as the revo-
lutionary upheaval in 1952.

(3) Stalinism.' We note that in the past the OCI has
tended to equate the struggle againstimperialismwith
the struggle against Stalinism, e.g. the slogans ad-
vanced at the 19?1 Essen ConJerence. The general Po-
litical Resolution submitted by the OCI and adoptedby
the OCRFI takes this equation one stepfurtherwhen it
denies the n double nature n of the Stalinist bureaucracy,
writing of it simply as nthe organism of the bourgeoisie
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within the working-class movement.' Perhapsthe OCI
has been led to this false formulation through a sim-
plistic linear extension of the trueandvaluableinsight
that the class struggles of the workers cut across therlron Curtain.t

To us, and we believe to Trotsky, the Stalinist bu-
reaucracy has a'contradictory character. Thus in 1939
it conciliated Hiüer and undermined the defenseof the
Soviet Union. But beginning in 1941 it fought (badly!)
against the Hitlerite invasion. Thus our wartime policy
was one of revolutionary defensism toward the Soviet
Unlon, i.e, to fight against the imperialist invaderand
to overthrow the bureaucracy through political revolu-
tion, with by no means the least aim being to remove
tJte terrible bureaucratic impediment in that fight. In
the Indochinese war the role oftheHanoibureaucracyj
and our attihrde toward it and the tasks of the Viet-
'\amese proletariat, are essentially the same.

!r In the SWP's 1953 factional struggle, the Cannon-
Dobbs majority sought to defend itself against the
Cochran-Clarke Pabloist minority by putting forth a
position (similar to that of theocRFI),thatthe stalin-
lst bureaucracy is icounter-revolutionary through and
tirough and to the core.' Since this was a possibility
tntly applicable only to capitalist restorationist ele-
ments, in their most extleme form either fascist or
CIA agents, the SWP majority was compelled to commit
a host of political blunders in attempting to defend its
formulationl and in fact this position, along with Can-
nonrg advocacy of federated internationalism, repre-
sented departures from Trotskyism which helped un-
dermine the revolutionary fibre of the SWP.

Also in this connection we note the OCI's analysis
of Cuba in La Veritd No. 557, July 19?2. The OCI's
refusal to draw the conclusion from its analysis-
which until that point parallels our own-that Cuba,
qualitatively, is a deformed workers state indicates
the potential departure from the Leninist theoryof the
state in favor of a linear, bourgeois conception as of a
ihermometer which simply and gradually passes from

lrbourgeois statei to tworkers staten by small incre-
ments without a qualitatlve change. Such a methodology
ls a cornerstone of Pabloism. According to this concep-
tion, presumably the reverse processfrom tworkersn
to rbourgeoisi state by small incrementalshiftscould
be comparably possible. Trotsky correctly denounced
t}tis latter idea as iunwinding the film of reformism
in reverse.'We note however thattheOClappears in-
consistent on the characterization of the Cuban state;
'The Tasks of Rebuilding the Fourth Internationaln
(in L a C orr e s p ond arrc e I nt ernati orn le, June 1 9 ? 2, page
20) calls for the 'unconditional defense of the Soviet
Union, China, Cuba, of workersr conquests in Eastern
Europe, of the revolutionary war in Vietnam....n

(4) On the Youth: We note that the relation of the
OCI to the Alliance des Jeunes pour le Socialisme is
unprecedented in the history of Leninist practice and,
ln fact, represents a catering to petty-bourgeois dual
vanguardist sentiment in the student milieu. We also
oppose the subsidiary concept of a non-Trotskyist
rRevolutionary Youth International' put forward at the
Essen Conference in July 1971. The revollrtionary
youth movement must be programmatically subordin-
ate and formally organizationally linked to the vanguard
psrty, which encompasses the historic experience of
täe proletariat. Unless this is the case, student and

youth militants can never transcend petty-bourgeois
radicalism which at crucial times theproletarian van-
guard will find counterposed to itself.

(5) Violence and the Class Line: Westrongly oppose
the OCI's stated willingness to use thebourgeoisstate
apparatus-the courts-to mediate disputes in the
working-class movement. In addition, the SL/U.S. is
unalterably opposed to the use of physical force to
suppress the views of other working-class tendencies
where that is the central issue, such as the OCI's
forcible prevention of the distribution of leaflets by
the IKD at the JuIy 1971 Essen Conference. We are
not pacifists, and fully recognize the right of self-
defense by ourselves or anyone else in the socialist
and labor movements to protect meetings and demon-
strations from physical assault and to protect indivi-
dual militants from terroristic attack. Taken all to-
gether, our view flows from the proposition that the
greatest free play of ideas within the workers move-
ment strengthens the position of revolutionists and
enhances the possibility for united class action. Con-
versely, it is the reformists and Stalinists-the labor
lieutenants of capital-who most characteristically
employ violence and victimization within the
movement.

(6) International Committee: The OCRFI resolu-
tion, nOn the Tasks of theReconstructionof the Fourth
Internationalrn states that, starting in 1966, the SLListarted down the same path which the SWP had pre-
viously taken.i But further on, the resolution deplores
the nexplosion of the IC caused by the SLL,' on the
grounds that this latest split naggravates the disper-
sioni which began in 1952. We considerthatorganiza-
tional forms should correspond to political realities.
We strongly opposed the break by the SLL ('IC') with
us in 1962 because of its apparently mainly organiza-
tional character. Only aJter the very sharp rupture at
the 1966 London Conference, and especially in the
several years following when theSLLpiledupa series
of major political differences with us, were we able

(contirrued next po.ge)
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. . . Letter to OCRFI
to appreciate that the SLL's desire in 1962 to make a
rapprochement to the SWP then (to which we were
willing to acqüiesce but not agree with) was an ex-
pression of a fundamental political difference.

The SLL's break with us in 1962 was, however,
part of a real struggle within the American group.
The 19?1 SLL-OCI break seems to have been but a
separation of bloc partners without visible repercus-
sions within either group-hence witJrout struggle how-
ever unclear.

At bottom, differing estimations of the split in the
IC may reflect the lingristically slightbutnonetheless
real differences between the OCI's nFor the Recon-
struction of the Fourth Internationaln and the SLrsiFor the Rebirth of the Fourth International.' Our
slogan implies that a very fundamental process must
be gone through; that it is not possible simply to fit
together existing bits and pieces, perhaps with a
Iittle chipping here or there, in order to put the edi-
fice together again.

Since the SL/U.S. has itself already had aten-year
history with the IC, we cannot simply approach the
OCRFI discussions as if the previous experience be-
tween main elements in the OCRFI who had been part
of the former IC and ourselves did not exist. There-
fore we must review that past e:rperience since it
conditions our approach to the OCRFI.

Our views on the development of the IC since 1966
are set forth initial|y in Spartacdst No. 6 (June-July
1966) on the London 1966 Conference and our expul-
sion; in the article on the Healy-Wohlforth current
in Spartacisf No. 1?-18 (August-September 19?0); in
Spartacist No. 20 (April-May l9?1) which is a summary
of political and organizational developments since
1966; and in Workers Vanguard No. 3 (December 1971)
on the SLL-OCI split. As you will note from these
materials, from the time we first became aware of it
at the London Conference, we protested the absence of
democratic centralism in the IC.

We believe that one of the necessary tests of gen-
uine revolutionists is the demonstrated capacity to
even ruthlessly undertale self-criticism. The 'Inter-
national Committeen dominated by the SWP from 1954
to 1963 and by the SLL from lg63 to 1971 was always
partly fictitious and partly a formalization of blocs of

- convenience by essentially national organizations. This
demands explanation by those who would not simply
repeat their previous experience. It is not enough to
pass over the last eighteen years with the promise
that from now on things will be done differently.

We were definitively expelled from the Healyite
international conglomeration in 1966 at the very time
the OCRFI pinpoints as the beginning of the SLL's
downhill slide. We believe there is a relationship.
Evidently as part of the OCI's attempt to remain in a
common bloc with the SLL, and perhaps in part
through ignorance of our real positions, the OCI has
over the years projected upon the SL/U"S. a series
of positions. Not only do we not hold, nor have we
ever held, these views, but most of themare the exact
opposite of our views. For example, the OCI asserted
that we believe in the nfamily of Trotskyismn even

though at the 1966 London Conference our delegation
was struck by the aptness of an OCI speaker's state-
ment nthere is no family of Trotslryismn and our
speaker specifically quoted that observation approv-
ingly, as was reported in Spartacist No. 6 and many
times since. In the iStatement by the OCI' of 1967 on
the IC, reference is repeatedly made to a "VO-
Robertson bloct and the general conclusion drawn
that 'the struggle against Robertson is fully identi-
fied with the struggle against Pabloism. His positions
join those of the SWP andtheUnitedSecretariat where
they are not those of Pablo.n TheOCIin similar terms
apologized to the SLL for the invitation of an SL/U.S.
observer to the Essen Conference.

The SL/U.S. was aware from 1962 on that the OCI
tendency was not to be equated with the SLL' and
after our expulsion from the London Conference we
continued to note the difference (for example i'
Sportacist No. 17-18, in discussing Healy's attempteU
rapprochement with the United Secretariat, we rÄ'rote
of the Healy-Banda group "and their politically far
superior but internationally quiescent French allles,
the Lambert group.n We also knew through private
sources that at least since 196? the Wohlforth group
internally had been conducting a vigorous campaign
tö discredit the OCI.

Our characterization of the OCI as politicalty
superior to the SLL was based on aseries of political
positions which the OCI held in common with us in
counterposition to the views of the SLL. Recent OCI
polemics against the SLL (e,9, La Veritö No. 556)
note the OCI's objection to several key SLL positions
which we had also opposed: the SLL's wiltful use ofndialecticsn as a mystification to hide political ques-
tions; the SLL's chronic tailending of Stalinism in
Vietnaml the SLL's enthusing over the Chinese 'Red
Guardsi; the SLLIs notion of a classless iArab Rev-
olutionil the SLL's unprincipled approach to the United
Secretariat-SWP in 1970. We also considered of im-
portance the OCIts objection to the SLL position th'
Pabloist reyisionism had not organizalionaUy OsU
stroyed the Fourth International. The OCI's position
on this question appears to correspond to the view
we have consistently held and upon which we spoke
insistently at the 1966 London Conference.

Moreover, u/e have always taken a very serious
attitude toward the OCI, not because of its numbers
but because of its e>rperienced senior cadres and its
continuity in the world movement. We have centered
in this letter on the presumed differences between us
and the OCI, but the strengths of the OCI have re-
flected themselves as well, in specific political posi-
tions, some of which we have learned from, such,as
the OCI's insistence onthebasic classunity across the
whole of Europe, the 'Iron Curtainn notwithstanding.
Other positions as noted above we have developed in
an independent but parallel fashion. Above all, we
respect the OCI for its adamant attempt to give life to
its internationalism.

That is why wepatientlywaitedwhennoother option
was open to us vis-a-vis the OCI, andwhen we had the
opportunity we have persistently sought discussion. It
was especially with the OCI in mind that in the con-
cluding portion of our final statement upon being ex-
pelled from the London Conference in 1966 we stated,
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"If the comrades go aheadtoexcludeusfrom this con-
ference, we ask only what wehaveaskedbefore-study
our documents, including our present draft on U.S.
work before you now, and our work over the next
months and years. We will do the same, and a unili-
cation of the proper Trotskyist forces will be achieved,
despite this tragic setback.i

Recently, in the document 'The Tasks of Re-
building the Fourth Internationali (whichthe introduc-
tion to the English edition states is ncentral to [the]
international discussionn), the OCI characterized the
SL from the 1966 Conference ast ncentristn or
rcentrist-sectarian"t Thus, rather than following our
documents and our ongoing work as we asked in 1966,
tbe OCI has simply continued to echo the SLL's
avalanche of falsehood aimed at our political obliter-
ation. In the light of tlte above points,this would seem
'n appropriate time for the OCI and n'ithit the OCRFI

\o u:rdertale a thorough examination of the SLrs
polirics.

\\'e lo not enpect, and would have no confidence in,
a sinpte reversal of appraisal of the SL/U.S. by the
OCL Estimations of the SL,/U.S. by the groups com-
prisüg the OCRFI should be guided by twoconsidera-
tions. One is the questions of general political and
progr2hrrlatic character such as we have gone into
a.bore. We naturally belleve that we are correct about
tbese: but because our views have talen shape within
the -{Eerican Trotskyist framework (and during a
period of enJorced national isolation) we must allow
that tley may be partial, and in ways which we cannot
preseetJ;; krow. As the main Political Report to our
recetr Sational Conference stated: 'The SL/U.S. ur-
gentlJ requires dj,sciplined subordination to an inter-
nsfisnrl leadership not subject to the deformingpres-
Eures of our particular natlonal situation.i (see
Worhers l'engtard No. 15, January 19?3)Itwasin this
spirit tiat we published our article iGenesis of
Pablorsm' (Sryrtocist No. 21, FaU 1972) which con-

- eiDed substantially the sumtotalof ourpresentunder-v"orxi.rg oi Pabiorsm.

The otier question, subordinate but within the
f rame rork of e ssential programmatic agreement very
importa-nt and perhaps contributory to that progrzrm-
matic agreement is the question of comrades inter-
uationall.v understanding the concrete reality of the
sociali,st movement in the U.S. in the context of the
evolved American labor movement and the specific
configu.ration of class relations in this country. There
is a striking lack of correspondence between the ex-
isting dirisions within the ostensibly Marxist move-
ments in Europe and Ameri,ca so that any öffort to
superimpose groups in Europe on isimilari groups
in the U.S. is inappropriate. The six-monthsr stay by
Comrade Sbarpe in France was extremely helpful in
bringing this point home to us. It would be extremely
clarifying for example if a representative of the OCI
could come to this country for an extended stay to
examine, for example, not only the SL/U.S. inits con-
crete work, but also currents such as the nVangrard

Newsletter' of T\rrner-Fender, which has stood appar-
ently closest formally to the OCI; the International
Socialists, who mainly look to\ Lutte Ouwiäre as their
closest friends in France, but who contain sympathi-
zers of the OCI among theml and the other tendencies

within the American radical movement. Moreover, the
trade unions as they have evolved here should be
examined in the union offices andonpicketlines" More
broadly, characteristic college campuses and the
reality of the National Student Association should be
investigated.

We take our commitment as internationalists
seriously as a condition for our very survival as
Marxian revolutionists, and by this we mean neither
diplomatic non-aggression pacts with groups in other
countries nor the Healyite fashion of exporting sub-
servient mini-Slls. As one of the results of what is
for us precipitous growth domestically, we are ac-
quiring the resources -human and mate rial -to under -
ta]<e for the first time on a sustained basis our
international obligations.

It is in the context of our need for a disciplined
International and our firm commitment to fight to
bring about the programmatic agreement whichforms
the only basis for such an International, that we wish
to participate in the discussion opened by the OCRFI"

We are enclosing copies of all our documents
referred to in this letter. Should we be accepted into
the discussion organized by the OCRFI, in order to
familiarize comrades internationally with our views,
we would like to submit three documents initially to
the discussion: (1) this letter, (2) our delegation's re-
marks to the 1966 London Conference, (3) our State-
ment of Principles.

Fraternally,
Political Bureau
Spartacist League/U.S.

cc. S!artacist League/Australia-New Zealand
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Letter to the OGRFI
and the OGI
l5 January 1973

Organizing Committee for the Reconstruction of the
Fourth Internationall and

Organisation Communiste Internationaliste

Dear Comrades,

At the Third National Conference of the Spartacist
League/U.S. we held a major discussionontheOrgan-
izing Committee for the Reconstruction of the Fourth
International (OCRFI), based on our translationsfrom
the October l9?2 issue of. LaCorrespondancelnterno-
tionale containing the basic documents and discussion
from your international conference of July 1972. We
were also guided by the reports of our comradeg
Sharpe and Foster of their discussions last summer
with comrade DeM. of the OCI.

We give serious attention to the OCRFI because we
note that some of the steps that it has undertaken go in
the djrection of resolving the impasse which has existed
between the SL/U.S. and the International Committee
(IC) since November 1962, and the acute hostility be-
tween us after the April 1966 IC Conference in London.
We are in agreement with thestatedgoalof the OCRFI
to fight on the program of the Fourth International to
reconstruct a democratic-centralist world party, and
to pursue this aim at present through a regulated po-
litical discussion in an international discussionbulle-
tin culminating in an international conference. We
note that toward this end your JuIy conference did ln-
deed represent a break with the federatedbloc practice
of the former IC and was indeed markedby a real and
vigorous discussion such as was absentfromt}te Third
Conference of the IC in London in 1966. Thus it appears
to us that on the faceof itthe OCRFI does possess one
of the essential qualities necessary for the struggle to
verify the authentic Trotslcyist program and to measure
by that program the political practice, in its develop-
ment, of national groups participating in the discussion.
Therefore the SL/U.S. has come to tlreconclusionthat
it is part of our, duty as internationalists to seek to
participate in this discussion.

We note that we fully meet the formal requirement
for admission to participation in your discussionpro-
cess as stared in the resolution, nOn the Tasks of the
Reconstruction of the Fourth Internationalrn i.e., we
nstate [our] will to fight on the program of the Fourth
International to reconstruct the leading center, which
[we] agree does not yet exist.n (see our 1963 resolu-
tion, nToward Rebirth of the Fourth Internationalri
and later documents) We are unable to request more
than simple admission to the discussion, rather than
admission to the Organizing Committee of the discus-
sion, because of our programmatic differences, un-
clarities about or simple unfamiliarity with views held
by members of the Organizing Committee. Since the
Organizing Committee also intends to worktowardthe
construction of national sectlons of the Fourth Inter-

national, we can hardly participate in such activities
given this programmatic ambiguity.

In our view, the preliminary purpose oI;r discussion
such as tlat envisaged by the OCRI'I tnustbe to crys-
tallize a series of decisive specifie progranrmatic de-
mands analogous to the concrete point.s clefitting rev-
olutionary Marxist principle set iolttr lry Trotsky in
the 1929-33 period as the basis Ior lallt'ing forces
from the scattered and politically clivt'r'se lniiieu of
oppositional communists.

Therefore we should like to list sonre of the issutlT
which appear to us to pose differences crcetrtral am-
biguities between our vi.ews and those expressed by the
OCRFI or which have been aclvanced lty the OCI" The
importance that we attach to these points is that if un-
resolved they threaten the cry-stsllization of abouafide
and disciplined Trotskyist world tlovettrent and center.
Therefore from our present uuderstanding these are
topics which merit particular' 4issus5ion.

(1) United Front: We clilfer witlr tlre cottception
of the nstrategic united frontn as lrtlrciiced by the
OCI and as set forth in tFol the Rrrr-'L,rt.stl'uction of the
Fourth Internationali (eslteciall)' Sr!-iluir lX, nFight

for Power, Class United Frorr!, ij'-','ci.rtionat'y Par-
tiestr) in La Veritö No. 545, Octoirt'r 19r:9 and itt the
general political resolution cf tlre OCItij I. In terms of
the OCIts work in France,ourpositionhlsl-reen elabo-
rated in llqrkers Vangtard No. 11, Sc1:terrlller 19?2.
We believe that we share with the filst [out' Congres-
ses of the Communist International the view that the
united front is essentially a tactic used b'/ r'evolution-
ists ito set the base against the topn ttrrder those e'
ceptional conditions and decisive opportunities in whiU
the course of proletarian political llfe has {lowedout-
side its normal channels. Courlade 'Ilotsk',' heavily
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